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REPORT 
01? 
T H E SECRET A R Y 0 F T HE INTER I 0 R. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, Novmnber 1, 1878. 
Sm,: I haYe the honor to submit the following sunimary of the opera-
tions of this department during the past year, together with such sug-
gestions as seem to me worthy of consideration: 
INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
The report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs is herewith sub-
mitted. 
In my last annual report I sketched a plan of an "Indian policy," the 
principal points of which were the following : 
1. The permanent location of the Indians on a smaller number of 
reservations containing a fair proportion of arable and pasture lands. 
2. Encouragement of agricultural and pastoral ptusuits by the furnish-
ing of agricultm·al implements and domestic animals, and proper instruc-
tions by practical farmers. 
3. The gradual allotment of small tracts of land to . the heads of.._fam-
ilies, to be held in severalty under proper restrictions. 
4. The discouragement of hunting, proper restrictions as to the pos-
session of arms and ammunition by Indians, and a gradual exchange of 
ponies· for cattle. 
5. The extension of the law~-; of the United States over Indian reser-
vations, to be enforced by proper tribunals, and the organization of an 
Indian police. 
6. The labor of white men on Indian re~:~ervations as much as possible 
to be dispensed ,·Yitb, and pr011er discrimination to be made in the dis-
tribution of supplies and annuity goods and the granting of favors be-
tween Indian,· who work and those who live as idle vagabonds. 
7. The establishment of sclwols for the instruction of Indian children 
in the EngJi~:~h language, the elementary brancl.Jes of knowledge, and 
especially in practieal wori-. 
. 8. Sufficient 1n·ovision for tllC wants of tl1e Indian. until they become 
, elf-supportil1g. 
ThiH plan, 1mt forth wHhout m1y pretension to novelty, seemed to 
meet witl1 general approval, as f~lr as public opinion expressed itself, 
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and I firmly believe that its execution, if properly aided by Congress 
and not interfered with by the white population of the Western States 
and Territories, would, in the course of time, bring forth satisfactory 
re nits. . 
Con iderable progress has been niade in the execution of the plan 
above stated, as far as it depends on the action of this department 
and the officers under its direction. The consolidation of a number of 
agencies has been undertaken, with a view to a better location of the 
Indians, which will at the same time simplify the service, render a more 
efficient supervision possible, reduce the expenses of the government, 
and les en the opportunities for fraud and peculation. As far as the 
appropriation made by Congress would permit, agricultural implements 
and dome tic cattle ha-ve been furnished to Indian tribes, to set the In-
dian to work for their own support and to encourage industrious habits. 
n Indian police has been organized at twenty-two agencies, and from 
all of th m favorable reports as to the working of the new system have 
b en r c iYed. The labor of white men on Indian reservations has as 
nm h a po: ible been upplanted by Indian labor. Instructions have 
b en o·iv n to di. criminate in the distribution of supplies and annuities, 
which are not actual necessaries, against individual Indians who show 
n di:r o. ition to work, thus discouraging idleness. Permission to send 
out lmnth1g parti has been given only where without hunting the In-
dian.· would have been exposed to want. The rapid disappearance of 
am , how Y r, in many parts of the western cotmtry will very soon 
t p tlli: :om· of u. tenance. The allotment of land among Indians 
n. v rc 1 r .· rvations has been ordered and is in progress. The facili-
ti f <.lu ·ation have been extended as much as possible, and proper 
dir · i n. hav b n given for the instruction of Indian children in prac-
ti al pur. ·nit.·. Fifty Indian children, boys and girls, selected from dif-
f·r nt trih . hav b en taken to the Hampton Normal and Agricultural 
In. ·titut h1 Yiro·h1ia, wher they will receive an elementary English edu-
ation an 1 thorou o·h practical in trnction in farming and other useful 
w rk t 1J : nt ba ·k to th ir trib after the completed course. Captain 
>ratt "~h \Ya: iutru:t d with the . lection of these children, and \Yho 
p rform 1 hi: ta:J- in a v ry ati.·fa ·tory manner, reports that a contin-
ually in r a:in o· int r :tin dn ation i: :hown by the IndianR, and that 
tl1 v woulcl .l1~ " : nt tl10u. '< ncl: of ('hildren with llim had he been able 
to r c·<·iy th m. Th r . nlt of thi. int re:ting .'p<'riment, if faYorable, 
may h • cl :tilH· l to h · m1 an important faetor h1 th adYm1eement of 
·i' iliz: tion , 111 11g- th JHlicm. '. 
ltf' I 11<1ian . · 'lTic· . l1a: h ·n 1' orc··aniz<'<l in :eYeral of it: hraneh<.'oc'. 
IJ111Hl 11 • · ·::my to 1· ·moy a. nnm h 1' of ago nt: on aeeonnt of im-
) f }I 1 1 rac·ti · ·, m· }, ·1· of hu:in ·. fli<·i ·ne~- all(l gr at ear ha. b en 
ta'keH iu fi1liwr h<'irpl< ·c·.· " ·ith n w m n. YlH'r mi:tak : w •r fonri<l 
t 11. ... 11 mr11l in 1H· 11 ·w : ·1 ·c ion: tlw~· haY h n promptly r ·ti-
fi d. fnlJ t rta11t dJaJJ"·P: lmY · l1~ n ma<l , in th ·ontra ·t :~·:t m alHl iJ 
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the methods of accountability; an active supervision has been exercised 
by inspectors and special agents; the detection of fraud has been fol-
lowed by vigorous prosecution; and, on the whole, I feel enabled to say 
that the character of the service has been raised in point of integrity 
and efficiency. 
I am, however, far from pretending that the present condition of In-
dian affairs is what it ought to be. The experience gained in an earnest 
effort to overcome difficulties and to correct abuses has enabled me 
to appreciate more clearly the task still _ to be accomplished. In my 
last annual report I stated frankly, and I have to repeat now, that, 
in pursuing a policy ever so wise and with a machinery ever so efficient, 
gradual improvement can be effected only by patient, energetic, and 
well-directed work in detail. An entirely satisfactory state of things 
can be brought about only under circumstances which are not and can-
not be under the control of the Indian service alone. If the recurrence 
of trouble and disturbance is to be avoided, the appropriations made by 
Congress for the support of Indians who are not self-supporting must be 
liberal enough to be sufficient for that purpose, and they must be made 
early enough in the :year to render the purchase and delivery of new 
supplies possible before the old supplies are exhausted. 
2. The Indian service should have at its disposal a sufficient fund to 
be used, with proper accountability, at clisCJ."!etion in unforeseen emer-
gencies. 
3. The citizens of Western States and Territories must be matle to 
understand that, if the Indians are to cease to be troublesome paupers 
and vagabonds, and are to become orderly and self-supporting, they must 
have lands fit for agriculture and pastiuage; that on such lands they 
must be permitted to remain and to establish permanent homes, and that -
such a result cannot be attained if the white people insist upon taking 
from them, by force or trickery, every acre of ground that is good for 
anything. 
The first two things can be accomplished by appropriate action on the 
part of Congress. The difficulties growing out of the continually-re-
peated encroachments by white people on the rights of the Indians may 
be le sened by the concentration of the Indians on a smaller number of 
reservations, but they can be entirely avoided even then only by the 
most energetic enforcement of the laws on the part of the general and 
local governments. 
To this end it seems desirable that the southwestern tribes, whose 
present reservations appear insecure or otherwise lmsuitable for their 
permanent settlement, sbould be gradually removed to the Indian Ter-
ritory. The climate of the Indian Territory is congenial to them, while 
it has proved unwholesome to the northern Indians who were located 
ther . The northwestern tribes will, in the cour. ·e of time, have to be 
concentrated in . imilar manner on a few re. ervations ea t of the Rocky 
1\-lountajns and on the Pacific ~lope. 
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To keep the Indians on their reservations and to prevent disturbance 
and conflicts, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs recommends the organi-
zation of a mounted body of "Indian auxiliaries," to be drawn from the 
young men of the various tribes, and to be under the command of the 
military authorities. I heartily concur in this recommendation. The 
young men enlisted in such an organization, paid by the government, 
will be withdrawn from the fighting element of the Indian tribes and ~e 
disciplined in the service of peace and order. It is a matter of general 
experience that Indians so employed can be depended upon as to loyal 
fidelity to the duties assigned to them. But the principal end of our 
Indian policy cannot be promoted by police measures alone. That end 
consists in gradually introducing among the Indians the habits and occu-
pations of civilized life, by inducing them to work for their own sup-
port, by encouraging the pride of the individual ownership of property, 
and by educating the young generation; and no efforts should be spared 
to bring to bear upon them proper moral influences in that direction. 
Such efforts should not be sneered at as mere sentimental fancies, nor 
should they be discouraged by the assertion that success is impossible. 
The advance made by some Indian tribes is sufficient proof that a similar 
advance may be made by others. Whatever may be accomplished by 
the employment of force, it is certain that only as the Indians progress 
in the ways of civilization· they will cease to be a troublesome and dis-
turbing element. 
I beg leave to submit the following remarks concerning smTeral tribes 
whose conduct and condition is of especial interest: 
THE SIOUX:. 
'io IX. · feu· hav gh· n "\' itl n e 
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of a loyal spirit, and that the rumors current for some time of a dispo-
sition on their part to break out in hostilities, proved .entirely unfounded. 
When some of the Cheyennes who had escaped from the Indian Terri-
tory had taken refuge with Red Cloud, he sent word to the officers of 
this department that he held prisoners belonging to a tribe friendly to 
him, but hostile to the government, and that he was ready to give them 
up, which was faithfully done. 
Great difficulty was encountered in sending supplies from the Mis-
souri River to the new agencies. In consequence of a combination of 
transportation contractors to force the government to pay exorbitant 
prices, their bids were rejected, and tb e organization of wagon-trains, to 
be manned by Indians with their ponies, proceeded with, the same experi-
ment having been tried on a large scale at another agency, at an earlier 
period this year, and having proved successful. The task to be per-
formed by these wagon-trains between the Missouri River and the Sioux 
.Agencies is a much larger and more difficult one, owing to the charac-
ter of the country, and the circumstance that the grass has been burnt 
off the plains between the Missouri River and the new agencies, as rumor 
has it, by evil-disposed persons to bring about the failure of this experi-
ment; but it has so far been successfully accomplished, and it is believ-ed 
that the new Sioux Agencies will be sufficiently supplied during the 
winter season in that way. 
The peaceful conduct of the Sioux during this year seems to justify 
the best hopes for the future. 
1'HE PIM.AS AND :i\1ARICOP AS • 
.A striking illustration of the perplexities the Indian service has some-
times to deal with is furnished by the present condition of the Pimas 
and Maricopas, in .Arizona Territory. These tribes, numbering over 
10,000, were located on a reservation, part of which was irrigated by the 
river Gila. Making use of the water of that river, these Indians were 
enabled to raise crops sufficient for their wants, so that the appropria-
tions made by Congress for their support were very light. It may be 
said that these tribes were really self-supporting by their own labor and 
industry. Within a few years past mines were discovered on the upper 
course of the Gila Hiver, and most of the water which formerly served 
to irrigate the :fields of tbe Pimas and Maricopas was thus diverted for 
mining purposes, so that the water-supply no longer sufficed for the irri-
gation of the Indian lands undel' cultivation. The consequence was a 
faHtue of their crops, and, in fact, the impossibility of raising anything. 
The Indians found themselves ·compelled to leave their reservation and 
to seek new fields on the Salt Ri,Ter, where, however, white people set 
up claims to the land, and now loudly demand their removal. The re-
sult is that these Indians will starve on their reservation or be driven 
away if tl1ey attempt to settle do'J·n and cultivate tl1e soil elsewhere 
' unle ·s th gov rnment lmys supplief.i to feefl them, which would make
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thriftless paupers of industrious and hitherto self-supporting tribes. It 
is difficult to see how they can be placed in the Territory of Arizona else-
where, "\vithout arousing against them fierce opposition on the part of 
white people. Inspector Watkins was sent to inquire into their con-
dition, and reports in favor of their removal to the Indian Territory, for 
which, as he thinks, an appropriation of $25,000 will be sufficient. I 
concur in that recommendation. 
THE BANNOCKS. 
The report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs gives an elaborate 
and Ycry interesting account of the outbreak of the Bannocks last spring. 
It must be admitted that they were insufficiently supplied with food, 
which, however, was owing to an appropriation of money by Congress 
utterly inadequate to their wants. Formerly those Indians had supplied 
themselves in part by hunting, but in consequence of the Nez Perce 
war they were kept on their reservation, in order to avoid greater dis-
orders. Thus they were depriYed of that resource, and the money avail-
able for feeding them amounted only to less than 4~ cents a head per 
day. This created discontent among them; then a murder of a white 
man was committed by an Indian; the Indian was arrested, tried, and 
hung; the discontent grew into excitement; a military detachment 
attempted to disarm and dismount them, but with only partial success ; 
and finally the events took place which appear in the Commissioner's 
report in a eries of dispatches and letters, giving a full and circum-
stantial account of the causes, progress, and incidents of the trouble. 
To thi. · account I would respectfully call your attention. 
After a protracted pursuit and several encounters, the hostile Ban-
nock.· were di persed, and most of them surrendered and are now held 
a prisoner. . The military authorities have called upon the Interior 
D partm nt to take them off their hands, and it is intended to trans-
port th m to the Yakama Reservation, and to put them under the charge 
of l\fr. 'Vill.mr, the most successful agent in the service. 
1'IIE NORTHERN CHEYENNES. 
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the report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs it appears that they 
received the same rations which were ftu·nishecl to the Southern Chey-
ennes and Arapahoes on the same reservation; that they received those 
rations with the same regularity; and that their supplies were not only 
fully up to but rather in excess of the quantity prov~ded by treaty, such 
quantity being amply sufficient to satisfy their actual wants, and that 
the only articles withheld from them at any time were flour at two issues 
only, in consequence of late appropriations, which deficiency was made 
good by extra beef; and coffee, sugar, and tobacco withheld, according 
to law, from those who refused to do any work, which law the agent in 
charge of those Indians properly considered himself bound as much as 
possible to execute. 
It may be added that while a little less than 300 Northern Cheyennes 
broke out, 4, 700 Northern and Southern Cheyennes and Arapahoes re-
mained on the reservation perfectly quiet, having received the same 
treatment. 
The report of the Commissioner also states, as the true cause of the 
outbreak, that the Northern Cheyennes had, very soon after their arri-
val on that reservation, shown a spirit of discontent, saying that they 
came to stay only as long as they liked it; that they insisted upon hav-
ing their rations issued, not to heads of families, according to law, but 
to the chiefs of bands in bulk, which the agent very properly refused to 
do; that differences arose between the discontented element and the 
rest of the Indians on the reservation, which resulted in bad feeling; 
and that in consequence of these things :finally the outbreak took place. 
It has also been said these Indians were furnished with arms by the 
agent himself, or through his connivance with other evil-disposed per-
sons. The report of the Commissioner states that the arms in the pos-
session of these Indians consisted of about one hundred Springfield car-
bines taken from General Ouster's command, and that with those arms 
they had a large quantity of ammunition; from which it would appear 
that the disarming of these Indians before they were located on the 
reservation near Fort Reno had been very incomplete. While in many 
other instances Indian outbreaks are traceable to the treatment they 
receiYe at the hands of the whites, it appears from the information quoted 
that in this case the outbreak was owing to the mischievous spirit of bad 
men among the Indians themselves, and their determination to return 
northward to their old hunting-grounds. 
Nearly all of these runaway Cheyennes have been captured., or have 
urrendered, and are now held as prisoners by the military authorities. 
In the interest of general discipline, and in order to show th~ Indians 
that nothing can be gained by such disorderly conduct, it is thought best 
to retm·n them to their reservation in the Indian Territory, after having 
given th ch~n authoritie. of the State of Kansas an opportunity to 
identify tho e who committed murders and other crimes while passing 
throug-h tha tate, .·o that they may be dealt with according to law. 
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THE UTES. 
Congress, at its last session, passed an act directing the Secretary of 
the Interior to appoint a commission to treat with the Utes, in the 
State of Colorado, for a cession of a large portion of their reservation, 
and their settlement upon White River, in that State, if such settlement 
should prove advisable. The commission was to report before final 
action should be taken. That report has not yet been rendered, but, as 
I am informed, will be ready for transmission to Congress during the 
co_ming session. 
PUBLIC LANDS. 
The report of the Commissioner of Lands, which I herewith present, 
gives an abstract of the operations of the General Land Office under the 
laws relating to the survey and disposal of public lands during the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1878. 
During the year encUng June 30, 1878, public lands were disposed of 
as follows : 
Acres. 
Ca. h entries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 877, 555. 14 
An incTease over t h e pr evious fiscal year of 136,868.57 acres. 
H omestead entries ...... .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. 4, 411:1, 344. 92 
An increase of 2,240,336.75 acres; 
Timber-culture entries ............................................... 1, 870, 434.18 
An increase of 1,349, 760.79 acr es. 
Desert-land ent ries .. .. • . .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . 310, 553. OG 
This being t he first entiTe year of the operation of the act of March 
3, 1 77. 
Agricultural-college scrip location..... . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 640. 00 
A decreas of 640 acres. 
Military-warrant locations ................ .. 
A cle ·r a e of 12,480 acres. 
tate selections approved: 
)!~or ehool indemnity. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. 50, 142. 59 
For int rna 1 improvements .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . 17, 420. 39 
For ar~ricultnral colleges ...... .. .. .. .. .... . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 24, 097. 40 
For univ rHiti . ..... .. .................................. 44,844.43 
Ji or salt . pring. .... .... .... ... ... .... .... . . .. .. .... ...... 24, 114. 56 
For public buildings ...................................... 29, 146. 33 
}~or p nitentiary . .. • • . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . 25, 226. 83 
An luc·rea.· of 59,354. 0 acres. 
'('l'ip locations : 
, 'ionx half-hr ·eels .••••..•••••.. • ••..•••• . . . ..•.••.••.••••. 
'ltippr..\\' fL ..... . ... .. ..... . . .......... ······ ....•. ·····• .. 
Valc·ntinc ... . .•••. . .• .. . ••. . ••••. . ••••. .. •..•..••...••••• 
1, 715. 30 
' 60. 92 
324.74 
L o ·aticm. of . nip inli u of land. mhracecl in priYate land-claims ... . 
Approvc·cl or patent d t o , 'tat . a. swamp ... . ...................... . . 
clNTc·a. c· of 211 492.51 a re . . 
'c·rtificcl for milroa<lvurpo: .... ...... .... ................. . .. -- ... .. 
A <l <:r<'a . ·of 0-,1 ,451.31 a ·r . . 
'c·I-tifi ·ll for ·anal pnrpo.-e>!-1 ... . .................................... .. 
84, 720.00 





5,62 . 00 
'fotal. ... ... .... ...... ...... ...... .... .... ...... ...•.. .... .... , 6 . , 17 . 
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A quantity greater by 3,836,411.18 acres than that disposed of the 
preceding year. This increase is in the homestead entries for ·actual set-
• tlement and for timber culture. 
The cash receipts were $2,022,532.16, an increase of $569,562.93. 
During the year 8,041,011.83 acres were surveyed, making, with the 
quantity previously surveyed, 724,311,477 acres, and leaving yet to be 
surveyed 1,090,461~171 acres. 
TIMBER LANDS. 
In my last annual report I called attention to the necessity of rigol'ons 
measures for the suppression of depredations upon the timber Janel:~ of 
the United States. During the past year the employment of special 
agents for that purpose was continued, and proceedings against depre-
dators instituted, as far as existing laws and the appropriations made 
by Congress would permit. I regret to say that at times the operations 
of the department were seriously hampered by the lack of availaule 
funds, but appropriations made on .April 30 and June 20, 1878, rendered 
the employment of a larger number of agents possible, as well as the 
making of surveys in the preparation of evidence to sustain proseentions. 
The report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office gi Yes a de-
tailed statement of the settlements made, :verdicts obtained, and snits 
still pending. 
It was to be expected that the measures taken by this department for 
the protection of the public .timber lands would meet with stubborn op-
position on the part of lumbermen and others directly or indirectly inter-
ested in those depredations. Hei·e and there the proceedings of the special 
agents of the department were complained of as oppressive and otherwise 
improper, and in every instance careful inquiries into the facts were in-
stituted. Such inquiries resulted almost uniformly in the vindication of 
the agents employed. When it was found that private property had 
been seized, together with timber unlawfully taken from the public 
lands, or with lumber manufactured therefrom-which was sometimes 
unavoidable-prompt restitution was ordered . 
.An officer of the Treasury Department, detailed for that purpose, ·was 
sent to the State of Louisiana, where charges of improper practices on 
the part of our timber agent had been preferred with particular urgency. 
The elaborate report rendered by that officer not only justifies the con-
duct of the agent of this department employed in that State, who while 
in the eli ·charge of his duty fen a \ictim to the yellow fever, but it putR 
th~ extent of the depredation · committed there and the necessity of 
their suppression in the clearest light. Complaint was also 1nade that 
our efforts to arrest the wanton de t.ruction of the forests in some of the 
molmtainou Terri tori s of the Northwest had inflicted gTeat hardship 
upon the ettler there. But th re is information in possession of this 
department howing that no nch hardship re ulted from the measures 
taken; that the price of firewood remained the same; that the settlers 
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were uot hindered in providing for their actual necessities, and that the 
measures of tlie department were directed only against a class of per-
sons who made the unlawful taking and selling of timber from the public 
lands in large quantities a regular business and a source of profit to 
themselves. In sm-eral States, especially in the South, the local author-
ities were resorted to by interested parties for the purpose of hamr)ering 
and baffling the efforts of this department by a variety of expedients, 
in some instances not without effect. In spite of these difficulties it 
ma,y be said that, in some parts of the conn try at least, the depredations 
on the timber lands of the United States have ah·eady been greatly lim-
ited in extent. But we cannot close our eyes to the fact that anything 
like complete success in suppressing these unlawful practices is impos-
sible, unless the efforts made by this department for the protection of 
tlle public property meet with hearty co-operation on the part of the 
legislative branch of the government. Actual experience enables me to 
say that the want of such co-operation has been and will always be an 
encouragement to the depredators to persist in their lawless operations 
and to defy the authorities. 
As to the importance of this subject I shaH a<ld but little to what I said 
in my last annual report. The disastrous consequences which ahvays 
follow the destruction of the forests of a country are known to every 
well-informed man. These consequences will inevitably come upon us in 
a comparatively short period of time, considering the rapidity with which 
the timoer growth of this country is being swept away, unless legislation 
oe ad01)tecl systematically to arrest this indiscriminate spoliation. In 
accordance with the suggestions which, in this respect, I offered in my 
la. -t annual report, a bill was introduced in the Senate (Senate bill No. 
609) which provides that all timber-bearing lands, chiefly valuable for 
the timber upon them, shall be withdrawn from sale or other disposition 
~u1der exi ·ting laws, and be held by the government with a view to pre-
Y nting indiscriminate de truction and waste, and to the preservation of 
the youn o· timber and the reproduction of the forests. The bill further 
provide ample mean by which settlers on the public lands and miners 
·an pr ·tu'e timber and firewood to supply their wants, with or without 
the ' il, at minimum rate . It al. o provides for the sale of timber at 
r a.· 1 aol pri e. for manufacturing purpo es and for export. It finally 
provi l . · for the ar pointment of a number of officers to execute its pro-
vi•i n• und r the directi n f thi department. 
\Yhil hav nod uot that thi. ·bill may e improved in many re ·pect · 
~Hlh ·r t th opinion tha it i practicable and that it enactment int 
a law an<l it.. faithful x ·uti n would brliw a 1, rg revenue into th 
Tr c • ·nrv wbil averting fr m thi country v ry di a. 'iron. experience. 
ancl. ·<·nrin (T T at an ll ·til go n fit• to our pe ple. Thi. bill wa. not 
a· ·cl np n at th la. t · ,\'ion f 1 no·r ,·. nd I again imite to i that 
a t 1 ti n whkh th importauc of thi• gr at 1 ubli · int r •t m rit . . 
~hi1 11 1 (Yi•lati n appli ·ahl to all part· f the ·ouutry\Yitb reganl 
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to this subject was had, two bills of a local character were passed, one 
"authorizing the citizens of Colorado, Nevada, and the Territories to 
fell and remove timber on the public domain for mining and domestic 
purposes," and one "for the sale of timber lands in the States of Califor-
nia and Oregon and in Washington Territory." 
In the opinion of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, which 
is on record in this department, these two acts are more calculated to 
hasten the destruction of the forests in the States and Territories named 
than to secure the preservation of them. The first above-mentioned act 
provides in its first section-
That all citizens of the United States and other persons, bona fide resitlcnts of the 
State of Colorado or Nevada, or either of the Territories of New :Mexico, Ari:wua, Utah, 
·wyoming, Dakota, Iclaho, or Montana, and all other mineral districts of the Unitecl 
States, shall be, and are hereby, authorized and permitted to fell and remove, for build-
ing, agricultm·al, mining, and other domestic purposes, any timber or other trees 
growing or being on the public lands, said lands being mineral, and not snb,ject to 
entry under existing laws of the United States, except for mineral entry, in either of 
said States, Territories or districts in which such citizens or persons may be at the time 
bonct fide residents, subject to such rules and regulations as t,he Secretary of the In-
•terior may prescribe for the protection of the timber and of the undergrowth growing 
upon such ll:tnds, and for other purposes: Proviclerl, That the proviflions of this act shall 
not extend to railroad corporatious. 
The second section makes it 
the duty of the register and receiver of any local land office in whose district any 
minera.lland may be situated, to ascertain from time to time wheth<'r any tiwber is 
being cut or used upon such lands, except for the purposes authorized by this act, 
within their respective land districts, aud, if so, they :slutll immelliatPJy notify th<' 
Commissioner of the General Land Office of that fact. 
Of this act the Commist;ioner of the General Land Office, in a letter 
addressed to the Secretary of the Interior, expresses the following opin-
ion: 
It is a fact well known that while almost all the timber-bearing laml in those 
States and all the Territories, except Dakota ancl \Vashington, is regarcle(l as minrral, 
only a small portion is so in reality. The effect of this bill \Yill, in my opinion, lH' to 
prevent the snrvey and sale of any of the timber lands, or the timber upon the 
lauds, in the States and Territories named, thus cutting off Jarge prospective rev-
enues that might and should be derived from tl;w sale of such lands or the tim-
her upon them. It is equivalent to a donation of all the timber lancls to the inhn u-
itants of those States all(l Territories, which will be found to be the largest donation 
of the public domain hitherto made by Congress. This bill authorizes the registers 
and r ceivers of the land offices in the several districts in which the lands are situ-
ated to make investigations without any specific directions from the Secretary of 
the Interior or the Commissioner of the General Land Office, to sPttle and adjust 
th ir own accounts, and retain from the moneys coming into their l1ands ariRing 
fi'om sales of lauds such amounts as they may rxpend or cause to he Pxpended. 
This method will he found exceedingly expensive and 1·esnlt in no good. Experience 
lws. hown that the machh1cry of th land offices is wholly inadequate to prevent dcp-
l'edations. 
The "Rules and Regulation. " i. sued in punmance of the first sec-
tion of tlli · act are to be found in the report of the Comn1issioner of 
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the General Land Office, herewith presented. These rules, drawn up 
" with a -view to and the intention of preserving the young timber 
and undergrowth upon the mineral lands of the United States, and 
to the end that the mountain sides may not be left denuded and bar-
ren of the timber and undergrowth necessary to prevent the precipi-
tation of the rain-fall and melting snows in floods upon the fertile 
arable lands in the valleys below, thus destroying the agricultural and 
pasturage interests of the mineral and mountainous portions of the 
country," make it the duty of registers and receivers to see to it that 
tre·spassers upon timber lands, not . mineral, be duly reported, that 
upon mineral lands only timber of a certain size be cut, and that young 
trees and undergrowth be protected, and that timber be cut only for 
the purposes mentioned in the act. These " Rules and Regulations " 
will be enforced with ·an the power left to this department to that 
end, in order to sa\e what may be sayed. But I deem it my duty 
to call attention to the fact that, as set forth by the Commissioner 
in the letter above quoted, the machinery of the land offices is utterly 
inadequate to accomplish the object in view. 
After a careful consideration of the above-named act and its probable• 
effects, I \enture the prediction that the permission given the inhabit-
ants of the States and Territories named therein, to take timber from 
the public lands in any quantity and wherever they can find it, for all 
purposes except export and sale to railroads, will be taken advantage 
Df, not only by settlers and miners to provide economically for their 
actual current wants, but by persons who ·will see in this donation a 
chance to mak~ money quickly; that it will stimulate a wasteful con-
suwption beyond actual need and lead to wanton destruction; that the 
machinery left to this department to prevent or repress such waste and 
de truction through the enforcement of the rules above mentioned will 
pro\e entirely inadequate; that as a fu1al result in a few years the 
mountain sides of those States and Territories will be stripped bare of 
the timb r now growing upon them, with no possibility of its reproduc-
tion, the ·oil uein()' 011ce washed off from the slopes, and that the irre-
parable de ·tl'uction of the forest will bring upon tlwse States all the 
<:alamiti . xpm·ienced from the ame causes in districts in Europe and 
A .·ia. imilarly ·ituated. 
It apr ar,· to me, therefore, that the repeal of the above-named act, 
£ nd tb uU.·titution th 'refor of a law embodying a more provident pol-
i ·y •imilar t tl1at of th aboY -mention d Senate hill No. 609, i. in the 
lJjcrh • d gr de ·irable. If the <le•truction of the fore t. · in those 
' at · 1 p rmitted, th agri ·u1tnra1 and pa. ·tl.u·age intere:-;t. · in the 
n untainon• region. " ·ill h1 'Yitauly be . ·a Ti:fice(l, and the Yallc:r• in the 
· m-.· f tilll, b, ·om mlfit for the habitation of men. 
h ( ·t forth' ·al of tim b r lanct. ·in th 'tat ,· of alifomia, Oregon, 
anl .... ~ •va<la and in Ya. ·hington T ·nit or~- , pa.·• ,d hy 1ongr .:• at it ' 
la.-t .· : . ion: i: il1 a l tt 'r ad<h ••<·<l to tlli• <lepar ment commented np n 
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by the Commissioner of the Ge:1.er~l Land Office in the following lan-
guage: 
It is a bill of local aml not geucral apJ)lication to the timber lands of the United 
Stat~s, and adds one more to tho already numerous special acts for the disposal of the 
public domain. The 1n·icc fixed is too low, as much of the land is worth from five to 
fifty dollars per acre. 
Under the provisions of tho bill the timber lands will, in my opinion, be speedily 
taken up and pass into the hands of speculators, notwithst::mcling the provisions to 
prevent such result. The soil should not be sold with the timber where the land is 
not fit for cultivation. Only the timber of a certain size shoulcl be sold, and the soil 
and yotmg timber retained with a view to the reproduction of tho forests. The bill 
should have limited the sale of the lands to pers01~s who have farms and homes within 
the State or Territory, and it onght to have required the purchasers to show affirma-
tively that they had need of timber for domestic uses. 
The last clause of the second section wiH permit any person applying for a tract of 
timber land and securing .a certificate from the register; to sell his right and interest 
therein immediately, and the pmchasor, although it may have been obtained by per-
jury, may be entitled to a patent for tho land. 
Section 5 provides that any person prosecntell under section 2461 of the Revised. 
Statutes of the United States, may be relieved of the penalty by the payment of two 
dollars and fifty cents ($2.50) per acre for the land trespassed upon. This is objectionable, 
for the reason that the penalty fixed is altogether inadequate, and does not require the 
payment of costs of prosecution, which are often greater than the penalty to be collected. 
It should rel]_ui.re that the trespasser should pay for the enthe snbcli.vision trespassed 
upon. 
There can be no doubt that if this bill becomes a law it will be taken a.dvantage of, 
by persons who ''"ant to make money quickly, to acquire the timber lands tmder its 
provisions at a very low price, and strip the mountain sides of their forest growth as 
rapidly as possible. How disastrous such a result will be to these States . and Terri-
tories neell not be detailed h ere. 
I fully concur with the Commissioner of the General Land Office in his 
opinion thus expressed. 
The traditions of a time are still alive when the area covered with 
nrgin forest in this country was so great that the settler might consider 
the trees on the land he · occupied as a mere difficulty to be overcome 
and to be swept out of his way.· But circumstances have very materi-
ally changed. We are now rapidly approaching the day when the for-
ests of this country Will no longer be sufficient to supply our home 
wants, and it is the highest time that the old notion that the timber on 
the public lands belongs to anybody and everybody, to be cut down 
and taken off at pleasure, should give way. .A provident policy, having 
our future wants in view, cannot be adopted too soon. Every year lost 
infiict · upon the economical interests of this country an injury, "·hich in 
eYery part of the country '"ill be seriously felt, but in the mountainous 
regiom; threaten. to become especially disastrous an<l absolutely irrep-
arable. V\T e ought to learn somethino- from the calamitous experiences of 
other part.' of the world. If the necessity of such a provident policy 
be not recoo·nized whHe it .is time, the neglect of it will be painfully ap-
pr ciated when it i. too late. I am, . o deeply hnpressed with the impor· 
tance of tbi ubject, that a long as I remain entnu::;te<.l with 1ny presen: 
dutie.' I .·lJall neYer c a e to nrg it upon the attention of Congress. 
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PRIVATE LAND-CLAIMS. 
In my last annual report I called your attention to the imperative 
necessity for some legislation by Congress to provide a way for the more 
speedy settlement of the private land-claims in the territory (except 
California) acquired from Mexico by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 
1848, and the Gadsden treaty of 1853, than is now provided by law. 
The reasons then given for asking such legislation were : . 
First. The slow progress made under existing laws in the settlement 
of said claims. 
Second. The large number Df claims still remaining unsettled, coYer-
ing large tracts of land, which ii1terfere with and retard the sale and 
disposal of the public lands. · 
Third. The want of harmony between the land system of the U nite<l 
States and the system under which said grants were made, which en-
genders strife and conflict between the grant claimants and settlers. 
To remedy these evils and avert further difficulties, I recommended 
the passage of an act providing for the appointment of a commission 
with full power to hear and determine the validity of all such claims 
within the territor.)~ named, subject to an appeal to the United States 
courts. 
No law was enacted by Congress at its last session for tbe more speedy 
settlement of said claims, although a bill was introduced in the Senate 
which, had it been enacted, would, in my opinion, have accomplished the 
des]red object. 
All the rea ons which existed one year ago, making such legislation 
nece . ary, still exist, and the last is intensified by the disorders and 
blood.·hed which have occlUTed in New Mexico during the last year, 
mo. t of which are traceable directly to the conflicting interestH of grant 
claimant. and settlers. 
RAILWAYS. 
The follow]ng ection. were accepted by tlte Presi<lc11t nt the dates 
o·iv u, and on the road sp cified below: 
n the 23d of January la.t, so much of the 1lfth :ection of the Sonth-
rn Pa ·ific Railroad of California, con tructed under the act of March 
3, 1 71, a lie between the b ginning of. ·aid . ·ection and the pojnt where 
i r .· . . the we tern boundary of Fort Yuma military reservation, Cal-
ifornia; on the 13th of F ·hruary, 1 78, the tenth ection of the main 
lin of .·aid road, 41.66 mil .-; on the 7th of :Jfa)-, 1878, part of the .·ixth, 
all f th ,·ev nth, and par of th eighth HC' ·tion of the. aid road, for-
nwrly known a th alifornia and Oreo·on umy by con. ·oli<lation part of 
h ·ntral acifi.c Railroad of 'alifornia; alHl on the 11th of Jnly, 
.·rvrnth <>ip;htll all(l ninth .·C'C'tion. · of th Orrg·on ~m<l 'a1i-
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BUREAU OF RAILROAD ACCOUNTS. 
The act of Congress approved June 19, 1878, established a B~ueau of 
Raih·oad Accounts ill this department for the purpose of having all mat-
ters relating to indebted Pacific Railroad companies, and certain land-
grant railroad companies taken cognizance of, examined, investigated, 
and reported upon. The following abstract of the operations of this 
bureau since its organization on July 1, 1878, is presented: 
The Auditor of Railroad Accounts in making his first annual report 
states the immediate causes which led to the establishment of the bu-
reau, and gives a review of legislation in regard to reports and investi-
gations of subsidized railroads had and proposed since the incorpora-
tion of the Union Pacific Railroad Company in 1862. The government 
directors of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, in their report for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1877, strongly recommended the establi~h­
ment of such a bureau in this department. In view of the condition of 
the affairs of all the Pacific Raih·oad companies, and the discussions rel-
ative to their indebtedness and operations, the recommendation of the 
government directors met with my full concurrence. The necessity that 
exists for some officer of the government, specially charged with such 
duty, to examine the books and accounts of these railroad companies, 
and to see that the provisions of the act approved May 7, 1878, for the 
establishment of a sinking fund in the national Treasui-y to provide 
for the payment of the indebtedness of the Union Pacific and Central 
Pacific Raih·oad Companies to the United States, are properly complied 
with, is fully confirmed by his report. Other reasons, however, de-
manded that it be made the duty of some officer of the government to 
familiarize himself with the affair~ of these railroad companies, and to 
Yerify the correctness of their reports by personal examination of their 
books and records. The act of Congres.s approved June 22, 1874, by 
which the Secretary of the Treasury is directed to make demand upon 
the Pacific Railroad companies for the payment of 5 per cent. of their 
net earnings due and unapplied, made it a necessity that the amount 
thereof should be properly ascertained. Under the same act the Attor-
ney-General has instituted suits against the Union Pacific Railroad 
Company and others, which are still undecided; the one, however, 
against the Union Pacific Railroad Company, involving an amount of 
nearly $2,500,000, has reached· the Supreme Cotut of the United States-
the lower courts having given judgment in favor of the government, 
l>oth as to date of completion of the railroad and as to the amount 
.claimed on account of 5 per cent. of net ~arnings, anu as soon as deter-
mined further settlements with all of these companies must be made 
and become the duty of some officer of the government. In this aiHl 
the other suit. of the same kind, the bureau ju t organized has been 
and will be able to give its assistance to the Department of Justice. It 
has also been of ome service in the suit of the Atchison, Topeka and 
2 I 
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Santa Fe Railroad Company vs. The United States, in which questions 
have arisen involving not only the rights of the United States under the 
condition attached to the land-grant, but also what constitutes "a fair 
deduction for the use of a railroad as a public highway by the United 
States free of toll or other charge," under the recent decision of the Su-
preme Court. 
The gathering of facts and statistics bearing upon the establishment 
of sinking-funds for the payment of the indebtedness of the Kansas 
Pacific, Sioux City and Pacific, and the Central Branch Union Pacific 
Companies, as well as the question of "pro-rate and continuous opera-
tion" of the Pacific Raihoads, and future questions in regard to cost 
and other matters which are likely to arise, all of which require special 
and careful investigation, will be better accomplished, undoubtedly, if 
intrusted to this btueau, the necessity of which in such regard has been 
long felt. 
The geographical limits named in the act include all subsidized rail-
roads, in whole or in part, west, north, or south of the Missouri River. 
This construction of the act is objected to by the counsel of some of the 
land-grant railroad companies. 
The land granted by the general government to certain States for rail-
road purposes was in most cases granted with the condition that the 
road should be and remain a public highway for the use of the United 
States, free from toll or other charge for the transportation of any prop-
erty or troops of the United States. This condition has been decided by 
the court of last resort to give to the Uniteu States only the free use of 
the roadway, not to include that of the equipment, rolling-stock, &c.; 
and the court awarded compensation for transportation over these roads 
. ubject to a fair deduction for the free. use of the roadway under the law. 
The value of this condition,. therefore, under the decision of the court, 
becomes a que. tion for special inquiry and determination, involving the 
co. ·t of construction, equipment, and other matter~:; relating to the earn-
ings and operations of a raih·oad. 
Some companie. , again, have made answer that their books are not 
kept in uch a way as to enable them to furnish the requil:ed information. 
A · to thi , it ha been, and will be for the future, the desire of thi 
departm nt to can ' if possible, no additional expense or trouble to the 
companie. · o long a.· th information furnished sati. ·ties the requirements 
of law, and i. ufficient to enable an intelligent opinion to be formed in 
r ganl to their conclition and operation. 
Th niou Pacific nailJ:oad 10mpany has rendered rer)Orts to the 
udit l' und r are.· n -ation xplained by a letter of the vresident of th 
mp 11y a c·opy of whi ·h i.· given in the appendix to the Auditor' 
r port. ne thon.·and and thirty-eight and ·ix y-eight one-lmn<lr dth.· 
mil . · f hi: 1· ad w 1· ub. ·idized by an i. ·sue of boud:, in addition to 
th lancl-p;rant of whi h fiv mile · ar 1 a.· d to th Uent1·al Pacifi Rail-
r acl 1mpa11 · and 1, :~.6 mil : operai d by it eli. TJ1' company own · 
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178 locomotives, 128'passenger-cars, 41 baggage, mail, and express cars, 
and 3,357 freight and other cars. The stock subscribed amounts to 
$36,783,000; stock issued to $36,762,300. The par value of shares is 
$100. The subsidy bonds amount to $27,236,512; the funded debt to 
$51,116,200; total stock, subsidy bonds, and funded debt is $115,115,012. 
Floating debt and interest accrued on subsidy and other bonds to June 
30, 1878, amount to ~17,683,394.07; bonds and stocks of and inYest-
ments in other companies amount to $4,!.116,220.77; cash, material, and 
accounts due amount to $10,1!.15,160.15. The cost of road, equipment, 
and JY[issouri River bridge, as appears on the company's books, is 
$120,627,064.6!.1. The earnings for the year ending June 30, 187§, were: 
From passengers, $3,250,223.42; from freight, $7,573,105.21 ; miscella-
neous earnings, $1,051,812.5!.1; total ear·nings, $12,784,141.22. The oper-
ating expenseG of the road were $5,803,26G.95, a]l[l the net efl,rnings, 
$6,980,874.27. The interest paid is $3,402,801.58. The diYidencls paid 
amounted to $2,204,700. Ten million seven hundred and sixty-four 
thousand nine hundred an<l forty-sc-v(m acres of land granted to this 
company remain unsold. 
The Auditor further states that, under the laws in force to Juno 30, 
1878, there will be retained probably of the amount due the Union 
Pacific Railroad Company, $616,066.93, as one-half of the a1nount due 
for transportation, and $352,330.17 as 5 per cent. of net. earnings; total, 
$968,307.10, applicable on account of subsidy bonds; the remainder 
of governmeHt transportation account for the year payable to the com-
pany being $2G3,736.76; and the total government traw.;portation being 
$1,232, 133.86. 
If the sinking-fund act had been in force during the last fiscal year 
there would have been retained, $616,0GG.D3, one-half of transportation, 
and $106,660.49, cash payment on account of 5 per cent. of net earn-
ings; total, $722,727.42, which, if deducted from the above amount of 
$968,3!.17.10, leaves $245,669.68 as the amotmt to the disadvantage of the 
government under the new law, so far as a direct payment for the use of 
the United States is concerned, although $G16,066.93 being required for 
the sinking-fund, the total payment by the company becomes more tban 
was required under pre·dous laws by the sum of $370,397.25. 
From the statement of the Auditor it also appears that under the sink-
ing-fund act the net earnings at the disposal of the company for the last 
:fi..·cal year would have amounted to $4,016,383.04, and that this sum 
would haye enabled the company to pay interest on all its bonds, land-
grant, sinking-fund, and bridge bonds, and dividends on par value of its 
capital stock of very nearly 6 per cent. 
The Central Pacific Railroad Company has not complied with the law 
requiring report. · to be made to the Auditor, and certificates as to their 
neglect to do ~:;o have been submitted to me. ·A report of this company, 
under section 20 of the act of 1862, and under the act of June 25 1868 
' ' whieh han" been repealrd, was, ltoweYer, received by this department,
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and referred to the Auditor. From this report and other unofficial 
sources the following facts and :figures are compiled: Miles subsidized, 
860.66; miles operated, 2,07 4; number of locomotives, 227; passen-
ger-cars, 235 ; baggage, mail, and express cars, 49; freight and other 
cars, 4,913; stock subscribed, $62,608,800; par value of shares, $100; 
stock 'issued, $54,275,500; subsidy bonds, $27,855,680; funded debt,. 
$55,045,00; floating debt, $11,534,206.07, not including accrued inter..: 
est on the subsidy bonds amounting to $15,225,431.38; total debt,_ 
$109,660,317.45; total stock and debt, $163,935,817.45. Cost of road 
equipment and real estate, $147,000,000; cash, material, sinking-fund 
accounts, $7,827,987.33. For the year ending June 30, 1878, passenger 
e·arnings were $5,367,663.20; freight earnings, $10,160,055.11; no data 
given or obtainable as to misceilaneous earnings; total earnings, as 
far as reported, $15,527,718.31; operating expenses, $9,988,386.67; net 
earnings, $5,539,324.64; interest paid (estimated), $3,700,000; dividends 
paid, $4,342,040; lands unsold, 11,300,000 acres. As there appeared a 
great discrepancy between the sworn statement of the president of the 
company as to net earnings given above, and one made up from the 
flgures given in the printed report of the officers of the company to the 
stockholders, au explanation has been called for by the Auditor. Cor-
respondence in regard to this discrepancy is given in the appendix to 
the Auditor's report. The facts that the floating debt of this company 
seems to be increasing over what it ought to be; that for the calendar 
year 1877 this increase a.mounted to $5,310,169.37, and that the direc-
tory neYertheless saw :fit to pay out over $4,000,000 in dividends, while 
the mmual interest charge had increased over $300,000, are reported by 
the Auditor. 
The Kansas Pacific Railway Company haV"e rendered and are render-
ing report A in conformity with law. On November 3, 1876, Carlos S. 
Greeley and Henry Villard were appointed receivers of this company 
and operated the road until remoV"ed by the United States circuit cotut 
in 0 ·tober, 1878. TheAuditor reports the business .of this road as rap-
idly impro\ing; and the follo,-ving facts and :figures are gathered from 
hi. r port: Mile. . ubsidized, 638.34; miles operated, 672.06; number of 
locomotive., 9; number of passenger-cars, 51; baggage, mail, and ex-
pr . cars, 17 ; freight and other cars, 1,323 ; stock subscribed, 
· ·n,992,t500; .'tock i .. ued, $9,689,950; subsidy bonds, $6,303,000; 
fnu d d bt, 22,1 O,GOO; floating debt, $4, 755,010.22, not inclu<l-
ing 1,91.3,356.94 accrued intere 't on sub..:'idy bonds; total debt, 
·· 51.3. ,n 7.16; total tock and debt, 44, 43,917.1(); co t of road, 
• ·• : 5H .)±0.66. For the year nding June 30, 1 7 , pa ·enger earnino-,' 
w r · ·mw 710.4.3; fr ight earnin<r,, . 2,348,3 8. 6; mi. cellaneou.· earn-
ill'!" .·2::1~0:3 .50; total ea_rninr>\'1 .·3,300,037. 1; operatjng expeu .. ·, 
· ':! 1:!.3 : 2. 0; 11 t arning. , . ·1 ,17 4,20.3.01; int r., ·t paid, · fH3,316.32; 
lan 1 m1 · Jlcl 4 03 fJ:), ac1· . ·. 
h · 'JIY ·r Pa ·ifi · Haihra;r all(l T 1 graph 10mpan · and tl1 • r c·eiY-
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ers who have operated this road since April 2, 1878, have rendered the· 
reports required from . them. This company has suffered a considerable 
decrease in its gross earnings, in consequence of the opening of the 
Colorado Central, a branch of the Union Pacific Railroad. The follow-
ing facts are reported: Miles subsidized, 105.89; miles operated, 105.89; 
number of locomotives, 6 ; passenger-cars, 4; baggage, mail, and express 
cars, 4; freight and other cars, 32; stock subscribed, $4,000,000; stock 
issued, $4,000,000; funded debt, $2,350,000; floating debt, $189,382.65; 
total debt, $2,539,382.65; total stock and debt, $6,539,382.65 ; cost of 
road, $6,495,350. For the year ending December 31, 1877, passenger 
earnings were $106,633.32 ; freight earnings, $161,950.38; miscellaneous 
earnings, $33,262.61; total earnings, $244,727.97; operating expenses, 
$141,093.74; net earnings, $103,634.23; interest paid, $111,167.87; 
lands unsold, 950,000 acres. Complete reports as to operations and 
affairs for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1878, were not received in 
time for this report. 
The Central Branch Union Pacific Railroa<l Company has signified its 
intention to render reports. The follmving is from unofficial sources: 
Miles subsidized, 100 ; miles operated, 100 ; number of locomotives, 6 ; 
passenger-cars, 6 ; baggage, mail, and express cars, 3 ; freight and other 
cars, 127; stock subscribed, $1,000,000 ; par value of shares, $100 ; stock 
issued, $980,600 ; subsidy bonds, $1,600,000; funded debt, $1,600,000; 
floating debt, inclu<ling $1,000,000 accrued interest on subsidy bonds, 
is $1,567,800; total debt, $4, 7G7 ,800 ; total stock and debt, $5,7 48,400; 
cost of road, $2,548,707.36, to which should be added the discount ·on 
bonds and stock issued. For the year ending June 30, 1877, passenger 
earnings were $40,409.87; freight earnings, $130,819.27; miscellaneous 
earnings, $25,815.12; total earnings, $197,044.26; operating expenses, 
$153,206.88; net earnings, $43,837.38; interest paid, $45,344.73; lands 
unsold, 11G,165 acres. These figures differ somewhat from those given 
in the last annual report of the department. Business operations for 
year ending June 30, 1878, were not reported in time to be embodied in 
'the Auditor's annual report. 
The Sioux City all(l Pacific Railroad Company has fully and promptly 
complied. with every requirement of the law. The statement as to this 
road. shows : Number of miles subsidized, 101.77; miles operated, 106.82; 
number of locomotives, 13; passenger-cars-, 9 ; baggage, mail, and ex-
press cars, 6; freight and other cars, 218; stock subscribed, $4,478,500; 
par value of shares,· $100; preferred stock issued, $169,000, drawing 7 per 
cent. interest per annum, Rectrred by mortgage on the Missouri Valley 
connection; other stock issued, $1,899,400; subsidy bonds, $1,628,320; 
funded debt, $1,G28,000; floating debt, $30,000, not including over 
$900,000 accrued interest otL subsidy bonds; total debt, $4 186 720 · 
' ' ' ' total tock and debt, $6,255,120; cost of road, $5,337,627 .41. For 
June 30, 1878, pa. senger earnings were $83,600.83; freight earnino·s 
. b' $197,.'309.1 8; mi. cellaneonH earningR, $8!),755.35; total earnings, $370,-
. . 
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665.36; operating expenses, $330,47u.22; net earnings, $40,190.14 ; in-
terest paid, $111,654.50. 
The Texas and Pacific Railway Company rendered its customary report 
to the department on October 5, 1878, which was referred to the Auditor. 
This officer called for explanations as to the report, so as to bring the in-
formation therein contained within the requirements of the act of 1871, 
and repeated his requests for reports under the act of June 19, 1878. 
These explanations, it is understood, will be furnished by the company, 
but it has so far declined to report under t.he act of Jmw 19, J878. 
From the report and other unofficial sources the following is compiled 
for the year ending June 30, 1878: Miles subsidized, 443.8(3; miles oper-
ated, 443.86 ; number of locomotiYes, 49; passenger-cars, 32; baggage, 
mail, and express cars, 11; fi·eight and other cars, 98G; par yalue of 
shares, $100; stock issued, $7,018,500; funded debt, $18,488,000; float-
ing debt, $1,255,113.60; total debt, $19,7 43,113.60; total stock and debt, 
$26,7G1,613.GO; cost of road, $26,540,239.61; passenger earnings, $594,-
030.84; freight earnings, $1,644,753.03; miscellaneous earnings, $77,-
787.88; total earnings, $2,316,571.75; operating expenses, $1,448,329.60; 
net earnings, $86~,242.09; interest paid, $(359,461.89; granted lands un-
sold, 1R,OOO,OOO acres. . 
The Southern Pacific Hailroad Company has referred the law and the 
requirements made under it by the Auditor to its law officers and has 
not made any report. The following facts and figures have been com-
piled from unofficial sources for the year ending June 30, 1877: JUiles 
subsidized, 711.93; miles operated, 711.95; number of locomotives, 43; 
passenger-cars, G9; baggage, mail, and express cars, 10; freight and 
other cars, l ,024; stock subscribed, $38,122,000; par value of shares, 
$100; f3tock i~::;sued, $36,763,900; funded debt, $29,300,000; floating debt, 
·994,8G1.03; total debt, ·$30,294,8(31,03; total stock and debt, $G7,038,-
7G1.03; co~-;t of road, $66,49.'>,837.04; passenger earniugR, $598,.'>29.40; 
fTeight earnings, $(354,303.78; miscellaneous earnings, $2,::wo,171.2D; 
total earnings, $;3,5.33,004.56; operating expenses, $1,724,174.41; net 
earnings, 1,828,830.13; interest paid, $1,817,449.50; landH unsold 
12,0G1,206 acres. 
The _._ :r orthern Pacific Railroad Company has made full and acceptable 
reports. The following facts are shown : For the year ending J nne 30, 
1 7 , miles ·ub ·idized estimated at 2,000; miles operated, 5.'>5; number of 
locomotive, , 48; passenger-cars, 22; baggage, mail, and express cars, 24 ; 
frei ~'ht and other car·, 1,196; stock authorized, $100,000,000; par Yalue of 
,·bar .·, · '100; stock i .. ·ned, $68,438,543.11; floating debt, $320,125.50; 
t tal :tock and debt, 68,758,668.61; cost of road, $20,872,0.'>1.58; pa.-
no· r earnings, 318,745.82; freight earnings, $745,517.28; mi. cellane-
u: arnin o·, , '80,502.61; total earnings, $1,144,765.71; operating ex-
l n. · ,. ·GO ,788.99 ; netearnings7 $535,976.72; landsunsol<l, 45,000,000 
a r :. 
Th aiut Loui::; and San Francisco Railway Company of :\lis. om·i, 
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purchaser of the Missouri portion of the Atlantic and Pacific Raih·oad, 
and ~uccessor of that company, has complied with the law and rendered 
reports. The following is compiled therefrom for the year ending 
December 31, 1877 : Miles subsidized, 292.50 ; miles operated, 363.50; 
number of locomotives, 28; passenger-cars, 10; baggage, mail, and ex-
press cars, 8; freight and other cars, 738 ; par value of shares, $100 ; 
stock issued, $21,289,G08; funded debt, $3,278,982.26 ; floating debt, 
$±9,612; total debt, $5,328.59±.26; total stock and debt, $26,618,202.26; 
cost of roa,d, $26,734,718.15; passenger earnings, $230,242.57; freight 
earnings, $1,023,909.89; miscellaneous earnings, $69,791.30; total earn-
ings, $1,323,043.76; operating expenses, $584,816.91; net earnings, 
$739,12G.85; interest paid, $734,740.91, annual interest payment being 
$.349,340 in gold; lands unsold, 915,654 acres. 
The Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company in Nebraska 
at first complied with the requirements of the law, but, acting under 
legal a(l\ice, the president of this company referred further requests to 
the directors for a final decision. 
The Oregon and California Railroa,<l Company has complied ·with the 
law and rendered reports accordingl;r. The following facts are shown 
for the year ending June 30, 1878: l\iiles subsidized, estimated at 300; 
miles operated, 200; number of locomotives, 14; passenger cars, 11; 
baggage, mail, and express cars, 3; fi·eight and other cars, 227; par 
ntlueofshares, $100; stocldf:lsned, $20,000,000; fnndeddcbt,$10,950,000 ; 
floating debt, $800,000; total debt, $11,750,000; total stock and debt, 
$:31,730,000; cost of road, $5,422,9~8.32; passenger earnings, $227,524.15; 
freight earnings, $402,286.07; miscellaneous earnings, $37,381.18; total 
earniHgs, $GG7,191.40; operating expenses, $39G,OOO; net earnings, 
$:.371,191.40; interest paid, $158,775; lands unsold, 3,000,000 acres. 
The Oregon Central Railroad Company has rendered reports to the 
Auditor. For the year ending .Tune 30, 1878, the following is reported: 
~Iiles subsidized, 47.50; miles operated, 47.50; locomotives, 4; passen-
ger cars, 2 ; baggage, mail, and express cars, 2 ; freight and other cars, 
G:.3; stock rmbscribecl, $:3,000,000; par yalne of shares, t100; stock 
issued, $J-,080,050; full(led debt, first-mortgage bonds, $4,G95,000, issued 
and deliYered to trustees as security for $1,000,000 borrowed money; 
floatino· debt, $1,182,507.58, includillg $1,000,000 secuTed by first-mort-
gage bonds; total debt, $5,877,<'507.58; total stock and debt, $10,857,-
557.58; cost of road, $1,201,927.97; 11assenger earnings, $25,337.05; 
freight earnings, $44,532.27 ; miscellaueous earnings, $2,397.07 ; total 
earning., $72,2G6.39; operating exp nses estimated at $72,2GG.39; inter-
e. t paid, $9 ,000 ; lands un. ·old, 1,200,000 acres. 
Of the railroad companies which have received grants of land from 
the United States through State or Territorial governments, the follow-
ing have not rendered reports by reason of interruption of business 
during the pa t four month in con equence of the prevalence of yellow 
fever in tbe Southwe tern States, viz: The Memphis and Little Rock 
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Railroad Company, the Vicksburgh, Shreveport and Texas Railroad 
Company, the managers of J\t[organ's Louisiana and Texas Railroad and 
Steamship Company. 
The following have complied in a measure with the requests of the 
Auditor, viz: The Hannibal and Saint Joseph Raih·oad Company, the 
Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston Railroad Company, the Missom·i 
River, Fort Scott and Gulf Railroad Compan.r, the North Wisconsin 
Railroad Company, the Winona and Saint Peter Railroad Company, the 
Southern Minnesota Railway Company, and the Saint Paul and Duluth 
Railroad Company. 
The following railroad companies are preparing to comply with the 
requests of the Auditor, viz: The Little Rock and Fort Smith Railway 
Company, the Memphis and Little Rock Railroad Company, the Atchi-
son, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company, the Chicago, Rock Island 
and Pacific Railroad Company, and the Missouri Pacific Railroad Com-
pany. 
Four months only haYing elapsed since the establi~hment of the 
bureau, most of which time has been consumed in organizing and in 
corre pondence with railroad companies, it became questionable whether 
any report of its operations could be made at so early a day, and in 
consequence it is necessarily incomplete. 
The Auditor's report is accompanied by an appendix, containing state-
ments and compilations of facts relating to the Pacific and land-grant 
railroad companies, the laws affecting· them, official correspondence, 
tatement of the affairs of the companies, their receipts, expenditures, 
and operations, the accounts b~tween the United States and the Pacific 
Railroad companies, the condition of the respective land-grants, and 
other matter of general interest in respect to railroad companies. 
It will be een from Appendix 0 of the Auditor's report, that about 
10G,424 00.68 acres of land have been granted for railroad purposes, of 
which, to June 30, 1 78, 31,014,49().7 acres were patented. The acts of 
Congre' making the e large grant "\Yere passed with conditions in-
tended, in a mea ure, to repay the people for such valuable donation · ; 
but, until the pa. age of the act creating the Bureau of the Auditor of 
Railroad Account , the government had no certain way of ascertaining 
whether the. e condition.· wer complied with, nor was it possible to know 
what th y w re worth. 
The recommendation. of the Auditor in regard to legil3lation are 
worthy of consideration. 
1'llE PRO-RATE Q E 'TION. 
Kan.·a. Pacifie Railway Company et al. vs. The Union 
a ·ifi R<tilroad ompan , in titnt d January 21, 1875, in the United 
U: t · · ·irc·ni t eourt of the eli. trict of ebra ka, commonly known a "the 
pr -r· t ha.· not be n d termined. In view of this fact, and the 
fa-t that 1 o·i.·lation b arin(}' nr on thi: qn . tion i. now p u<ling in Con-
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gress, and that much complaint continues to be made against the Union 
Pacific Railroad Company for . non-compliance with the requirements of 
law in this respect, it is hoped that the whole su~ject will receive early 
consideration by Congress, so that some final settlement of these difficul-
ties may be had. · 
THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS. 
The report of the government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad 
Company has not yet been received, but it is lmderstood that it will be 
shortly made, and will be laid before Congress during the present 
session. 
PENSIO:NS. 
The number of unsettled pension claims of all classes at the beginning 
of the year was 91,444, of which 49,369 were original Army invalid 
claims, 5,610 invalid increase; 32,969 original widows, dependent rela-
tions, and minors, 907 widows increase; 1,053 original Navy invalid, 65 
invalid increase; 485 original widows, dependent relations, and minors, 
1 widow increase; 448 surv!vors War of 1812, and 537 widows. 
During the year there were 67,218 new pension claims of all classes 
filed, of which 18,812 were original Army invalid, 21,D15 invalid increase;. 
6,661 original widows, dependent relations, and minors, 516 widows in-
crease; 300 original Navy invalid, 182 invalid increase; 131 original 
widows, dependent relations, and minors, 14 widows increase; 2, 789· 
survivors War of 1812, and 15,898 widows. There were filed in addition 
291 claims for bounty land warrants. Besides these, 5,095 claims of the 
several classes which had been rejected were reopened for further consid-
eration. 
Of the new claims, 18,240 were under the act of March 9, 1878. 
During the year, 43,370 pension claims of the various classes and 394 
claims for bOlmty land warrants were settled. 
The whole number of unsettled pension claims at the close of the year 
was 120,387. · 
As shown by an actual count in all the agencies, there were at the be-
ginning of the year 226,643 pensioners on the rolls. At the close of the 
year there were on the rolls 223,998 pensioners, a decrease of 2,645. 
Owing to the large number of 1812 claims, which will be settled within 
the year, it is probable that there "vill be a considerable increase in the 
number of pensioners during the current year. 
The amount appropriated for pensions for the year ending June 30, . 
1878, exclusive of Slu·geons' fees and the salaries and fees of the agents. 
for paying pensions, was $27,850,000, of which $26,530,792.10 were dis-
bur eel for pensions, leaving unexpended $1,319,207.90. 
For a more particular statistical account of the transactions of the . 
Pension Bureau, reference is made to the Commi sioner's annual report .. 
The special service division of the office investigated during the year 
1,830 case. , re~omlting in a tot~l saYing to the government, by dropping· 
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from the rolls the names of those not entitled to receive pensions, the 
rejection of cases presented in proper form but found to be without merit, 
the reduction of pensions already grailted, and the refunding of money 
improperly collected by pensioners, with one year's pension added in 
each case, of $±02,096.95. 
The total cost of the investigations to the fund appropriated for the 
expenses of the special service was $38,235.80 
In referring to this special work of his office the Commissioner says : 
'Co11sidering the extraorclinaTy opportunities for the successful prosecution of fraud-
ulent or unmeritOTious claims which exist under the present system of a<ljudication, 
in connection with the f::LCt that the Commissioner of Pensions has no authority to go 
ont and hunt for framl, but is limited by the statute to the investigation of snch cases 
ouly as suspicion attaches to in the usual routine of the office, the investigations of 
the last yrar, as well as those of the preceding year, furnish a very suggestive lesson. 
I am conviuce<l that a great number of persons hav-e been pensioned who had no just 
title, ::tll(l that the number of that class is being constantly increasecl in the settle-
ments which are now going on, ::tucl this mnst continue to t e the case until some meas-
m·r shall he ndoptc(l 1,y which the truth of the parol testhnon;r which is offered can be 
tPsh·<l. Ko snell trst is possibl<' nlHler the present system. 
The annual expenditure of so large an amount of public money should 
-certainly have thrown about it all the safeguards that are attainable by 
improYed methods of settlement and payment. The greatest care should 
be taken to establish beyond doubt the right of a claimant to pension 
monc;r; for, once allowed, it becomes through a long series of years an 
annual tax upon the government. 
The results of investigation into a limited number of claims which 
luw attractetl suspicion appear to justify the conclusion arrived at by 
the CommisRioner, that the present system of examining the evidence on 
whieh pen ion iH allowed is defective and ought to be corrected. 
In t-wo pre\iom; annual reports the Commissioner recommended the 
sub. ·titntion of a corps of efficient surgeons, to be assigned by districts 
throughout the eountry and assisted by competent clerks, for the present 
unwieldy and unreliable system of medical examination, which requires 
the service of over 1,500 examining stugeons. 
By the • y.tem proposed, the claimants and their witnesses would be 
ln·oug·ht face to faee with the officers of the government, a more accurate 
knowledge ·would be received by the facts set forth, and more reliable 
<lata than can be now obtained would be secured for the settlement of 
(·laim. . In hi pre. ·ent report he states that another year's ob ervation 
< n<l exv<'rien ·e have only tended to confirm his previous opinion that 
th clmu o·e of. y. tem propose(l is necessary and that it is both fea jble 
ancl <·onomical. 
'Ih mao·nitude of the intere. t.· involved commend tbi · propo. ed 
.-~-.-t m to the con. ·idm·ate attention of UongresR. If on examination i 
i · fc un l t b an improvement on the present one no time should be 
. ' lo. t 1n · · ·uring the legi. ·lation neces. ary to the change. 
Tlt ton:olidation of pen.·ion ageucie.-, which went into effect J ul.r 1, 
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1877, has proved sati:sfactory. Pensions are now paid at 18 agencies 
with equal promptness and less inconvenience than when the number 
was 58. A ::-orB uniform system of payment has been secured, at a 
reduction on salary account alone of $142,000. 
The Commissioner reports an increased efficiency in the clerical force 
of his bureau, and attributes it to the comparatively few changes in the 
personnel of the office. Merit has been reganled as the basis of retention 
and promotion, and this has tended to dispel the feel_ing of uncertainty 
and insecurity in relation to the tenure of office. 
The Commissioner makes the following recorrunendations : 
1. The amendment of section 4702 Revised Statutes, by adding a 
11roviso, that ·when a widow remarries the children entitled to pension 
should be paid from th.e date of l.ast payment to their mother. 
U ncler the law as it now stands the children are entitled from the date 
of remarriage, so that through concealment of the fact subsequent pay-
ments may be made, ,,-hich, although use(.f for the support of the chil-
dren, cannot be deducted from the amount found due them under the 
present law. · 
2. Repeal of section 4 717 ReYised Statutes, which bars the admission 
of claims not prosecuted to successful issue within five years from the 
date of filing, without record evidence from the War or Navy Depart-
ment of tbe injury or disease which resulted in the disability or death of 
the person on w h o~:;e account the claim is made. 
It is claimed that this section works great lmnh;hip to many claim-
ants, in whose cases the record~ are alleged to be incomplete or not in 
accordance ''ith the facts . 
3. The amendment of section 4GD8~- Revised Statutes, which pre-
scribes that no increase of an invalid pension, except in cases of "spe-
cific disabilities," shall commence prior to the elate of the medical exam-
ination upon which the claim is adjusted. 
The application of this is attended by considerable confusion and often 
by injustice. It prevents an increase, in many cases covering a period 
wherein the disability was clearly in excess of the pension paid, or a low 
rate was allowed on the mistaken opinion of an examining surgeon or a 
misapprehension of the case by the Commissioner. The statute should 
be so amended as to extend to this class of claims the exception made 
in specific disability cases. 
As the amendments commend themselves on the grounds of neces-
sity and justice, I earnestly recommend them to the favorable consicl-
e.ration of Congress. 
PATENTS. 
The report of the Commissioner of Patents shows a gratifying increase 
of the bu iness of the office for the year ending June 30, 1878. 
The number of original applications received for patents was 19,657; 
for design patents, 722; for reissue of patent·, 627; for registration of 
trade-mark , 1,536; for registration of labels, 727; caveats filed, 2,737. 
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Patents granted, including reissues and designs, 14,100 ; trade-mark 
registered, 1,505; labels registered, 492; forfeited for non-payment of 
final fee after allowance, 668. 
The total receipts from all sources $734,887.98, an increase over last 
year of $19,923.25. Total expenditures, including $50,000 for repair of 
models, $665,906.02; leaving an excess of receipts over expenditures of 
$68,981.96. . 
The treaty between the United States and Great Britain for the recip-
rocal protection of the marks of manufacture and trade in the two coun- · 
tries, proclaimed by the President July 17, 1878, has already produced 
good results, mutually advantageous to the citizens of both nations. 
During the year duplicate copies of all British patents have been re-
ceived. The contribution is a valuable one, especially to the examining 
corps of the office. · 
The Commissioner reports the restoration of 18,563 models damaged 
by the :fire of September, 1877. A careful record has been kept of the 
repaiTed models, showing the condition of each when taken up for repair. 
The work has been skillfully done and reflects credit on those· em-
ployed. 
The necessity of additional room is daily growing more apparent. Tlle 
various divisions are suffering from this cause, some of therq. lacking the 
l)roper space for the desk-room needed for the transaction of business. 
The continued accumulation of applications, works of reference, copies 
of drawings and specifications, models, &c., will in the near future crowd 
the working force out of the building, unless relief is found by proYid-
ing the additional room needed. 
Previous recommendations are renewed by the Commissioner for 
liberal appropriations for the ptrrchase of books of reference for the 
library and for the preparation of complete digests of United States 
patent. . As the office yields a handsome revenue oYer and above all 
]ts expenditures, it would appear but simple justice to the inventors 
who contribute to this revenue that a portion of the surplus should be 
yearly approvriated for the improvement of its scientific library and for 
the preparation of nch digests of patents as will facilitate the work of 
r .ramination and make its results more acmrrate and valuable. 
EDUCATIO:N. 
The ommi. \ 'ioner of Education report increaHed attention to the 
C'oll ction of stati. tic. and increa. eel use by the public of the faet:; tim. 
ll ·t d. He. tate that the small force of ltis office ha. been un qual 
to th P rformance of it' regular mrrrent business, and that he ha. been 
comp 11 d to delay , pecial reports or set them aside for the time . 
. ·p ·ial r port is being prepared on Indian education from the ·ix-
t nth c ntury to the pre ent time. 
Th amount of land. and money hitherto granted by the general gov-
rr l nt to th . ·ev ral State.· for the benefit of education, and th am unt 
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realized by each State from its educational land grants, have formed the 
.subject of another report now in hand. 
The preparation of the report on industrial and high art education in 
the United States, including the subject of drawing in the public schools, 
the history and present condition of all public art educational institutions 
in the United States, as well as of all public art collections, is substan-
tially ready for the press. 
The Commissioner alludes to the interruption of work caused by the 
recent removal of his office to new quarters, but observes that the rooms 
now assigned, though inadequate, afford some additional advantages, 
especially as they allow him to bring the collection illustrating the con-
dition, progress, methods, and appliances of education belonging to his 
office into close proximity to its library. The benefits to accrue from a 
national collection illustrating the improvements in these appliances can 
hardly be overestimated. The valuable library has now more commo-
dious quarters. Since its removal, the books, numbering 10,000 volumes, 
and nearly the entire collection of pamphlets, numbering 25,000 (with 
10,000 duplicates), have been re-examined, classified and arranged, and 
rendered convenient for use. 
During the year the office has issue<l Circular of Information No 1, 
1878, a pamphlet of thirty-six pages, relating to the training of teachers 
in Germany; Circular No.2, 1878, relating to education in London, is 
now in press. The special articles which appeared in the education re-
port for 1876 has been reprinted, in order to supply many requests for 
them. 
The office has sent about 20,000 communications and 15,000 packages 
of documents; it has receiYed about 24-,000 communications and 6,000 
packages of documents. 
The tendency to modify in~:;truction so as to connect with it industrial 
training has increased, and seyeral special schools for this purpose have 
been established. The colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts 
have supplied successfully many wants of this kind. 
The pecuniary embarrassment of the country has continued to reduce 
the amom1t of money expended for school puxposes. Requced salaries 
h1 some places have, in the opinion of the Commissioner, had the effect 
of increasing the number of incompetent teachers, and in many commu-
nitie. · the total lack of funds has cau eel the schools to be closed. 
The friends of educational progress both in France and this country 
looked forward 1vith interest to the International Exposition at Paris; 
and particularly so, because education was made so prominent a part of 
the scheme. Dr. John D. Philbrick, of Boston, was requested to take 
charge of the educational section of the American exhibit, and the Bu-
reau of Education afforded him all the assistance it could. The result 
of the e:xpo.'ition has been Yery gratifying. Although the section of 
cclucation occupied a spate of only 530 square feet, the number of pre-
niunv awarded to the exhibitor: wa 121-about one-sixth of the whole 
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number awarded to exhibitors of the United StateR; and of theRe, 27 
·,;vere gold medals, three of which were awarded to the Bureau of Edu-
cation. The Commissioner reports that the Go\ernment of France has 
established in the ministry of public instruction a bluean similar in its 
objects to the United States Bureau of Education, and that the federal 
government of Switzerland proposes to do the same. 
The pleasant intercourse of the office with foreign educators continues. 
Many important letters have been received and answered. li'orty-fiye 
foreign periodicals are examined regularly, and important works and 
reports on edu~cation in all the languages of vVestcrn Europe are pro-
cured as soon as possible, are carefully read, and the most valuable part 
are translated or summarized. 
Officers in charge of school systems and school' in the region,' lately 
aftlicted by the yellow fever report that it ha been impo ~ibl to give 
instruction up to the present time; that th orphan m;ylums ar oyer-
crowded, and that there are many destitute children left parentlet-), by 
the fever, for whom no provision has been made as yet. one, po]l(lence 
has been had through the office with a Yiew to a partial reli lr by their 
reception into institutions for deRtitute <'lliWren in other part · of tl1c 
country which may be so situated as to be able to n'<'<'iYe them. 
The Commissioner urgently renew:-; hil-i reemlmWJHlat ion that appropria-
tions be made sufficient to do the work of the fli<·<' witn n•asmmhle 
facility, alHl that OongrcFv cl<.•YiHe . 'OJne plan f'or tlH• ai<l of <•<ln<'at io11 
throughout the country. 
UBX U~'. 
The neal' approach of the tPntJ1 <'PHHn . · r<'IHlPr:-; it illlportant tlm1 the 
question of a new cen. u. ·law :-;honl<ll><• <'OIJ. ·i<l<·r<'<l hy Uongrr~H at it. · 11 '. ·t 
session. If the additional l•gi. ·lation whid1 .·'<!Ill. ' t h r<•qnir <1 to 
semue Htati:tical re. ·ult.· comnw.m;nratc· with tlH~ <'XJH'JI. ·e of <!llllllH'ration 
be put over to the :fi1\ t regular. '('.'.'ion of the Fort.,v-:L·th 'ongr<'.'.' i mu:t 
suffer fr·om inadequate cou:iderati n aml ha:tr aetion, whilc• tlw po.'t-
ponement of the initia,l pr<'paration. to :o late a. clat(' will iiJ<•YitahJ: <'11-
hance the o:t of the cen:n: a1Hl impair th<' valu of' thP I'd urn:. 
A work of :n ·h ·t<•u and •omplexity th • ~ullllini. t1·atiY<' Jnctdlilll'l'~ 
of which ]ta.' to b bnil np for tlH! o ·ta ·ion whoii.Y frm11 tlu· ,,T mnd~ 
who.·e agent.', or th great ·r par of thelll c-an fro111 the 11< tnre of 
the ca: , baYe had 110 exp ric~JH'<' of .'lldt clntic· · ·. hnul1l hP ·ar ·-
fnUy planned; eY •ry arrm1g 'IIH!Ilt :hould h · Ill ad!• ·ou: Jdi'J'atPl. · · .,. •ry 
appointment :lwul<l b<· thorcmgltl,\· c·au nt: ·pd; •\· ·1 ·~· pot wlH·t·c· 
·eptional }jability to failnre or c·nor c·xi. t ·h .~~1~1 1 • lw·o' ·u <11111 c·o\ ·r1·d 
by , pedal JH'OYi:ion: · ancl th • <: •JJtn 1 tat1. t1 ·a! 1tlw • honld . ta~Hl 
orc,.aniz<'<l aml 1· ady to tak ~ 11p tlt • r •tum. a fn t a · fh •. • c·niJH 111 
to .·ift aml . ort th~·m with intellig •JH·e ~uul withe 11 d ·la. · atul t) cli-
g .'t .0111 pil<' aud puh]i .·h h min h! l!·i:f· !i1111 c·onqmtihl· with 
a ·<·lu'a('. ·. \11 thi.' ·an b fnll · aJHl , a 1 ·ta ~ t rtl~· clr n >Ill~· iu c·a. , 
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ample time is allowed, after the passage of the act, before the commence-
ment of the enumeration. If the department is to remain uncertain 
whether the census is to be taken under the act of 1850 or under a new 
law till the February of the census year-as was the case in 1870-the 
work must suffer both through enhanced cost and through impairell 
value. 
As to the considerations which seem to demand new legislation, in 
tlle interest alike of economy and of the improvement of the statistical 
results, I respectfully refer to the report of the Superintendent of Census, 
which is annexed hereto. 
The law of May 23, 1850, was passed in the very infancy of statistical 
Rcience. In the period that has intervened the demands of Congress and 
the country for statistical information have greatly increased, and new 
~;chednles and new inquiries are needed to satisfy those demands. 
Better methods of enumeration have become kno-wn, through our own 
experience at three censuses taken under the act of 1850, and through 
the experiences of other nations h~ conducting similar services. Even 
the conditions of the country have greatly change.d. While our popu-
lation was more easily classified in 1850, it now contains elements which 
vastly increase the labor of enumeration and multiply the liabilities to 
error. Large numbers of immigrants have been added to our popu-
lation on the one hand, and five millions of freedmen, who were formerly 
reported at the census pronfptly and intelligently by their masters, are 
now left to speak for themselves under the gravest disadvantages. Tile 
very conditions of life among our people have undergone great changes. 
The interior movements of population have become more rapid and 
extensive, and half a million of square miles a.re now settled more or less 
densely, which in 1850 were unsurveyed, or even unexplored. 
As the census of a great nation is a very practical work, into which 
theory and preconceived notions should enter as little as possible, it 
would seem that such great changes of condition, as well as the advances 
made meanwhile in the science of legislation and in the art of govern-
ment, justify and requiTe a new census law. 
The· duties of the Census Office, such as the correspondence supply-
ing information asked for, and care of records and documents, have been 
t;atisfactorily performed chrring the year by the clerk in charge. No settle-
ments have been made of the unpaid claims of the assistant marshals at 
the eighth and ninth censuses owing to the faihrre of Congress to provide 
for their payment. 
It is to be hoped that such provision will be made at the coming ses-
sion, in accordance with the recommendation of the department. 
GEOLOGICAL AND GEOGHAPHICAL SURVEY. 
During the past season the work of the United States Geological and 
Geographical Survey, under the direction of Prof. F. V. Hayden, was con-
tinued northward into portions of Wyoming and Montana Territories~ 
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The usual appropriation for the survey was not passed by Congress until 
July, renderi:Q.g the field season very short, yet the results were of con-
siderable magnitude and of much importance. 
The survey proper was divided into four parties, one of which was de-
voted to the extension of the primary triangulation to the northward, 
two were engaged in topographic and geologic work, and the fourth per-
formed photographic and special geologic duty. All the parties left the 
Union Pacific Railroad from Point of Rocks and Green River Sta-
tions about July 25, and proceeded northward toward the Yellowstone 
National Park. To the second division was assigned the duty of mak-
ing an exhaustive survey of the park and its surroundings, and to the 
third the exploration of the Wind River Range and the Snake River 
country. The primary triangulation was extended over about twelve 
thousand square miles. Eight primary stations were occupied, among 
them Wind River, Fremont's and Grand Teton Peaks, which are among 
the most difficult and hazardous of ascent on the continent. This divis-
ion would have performed double tlq.s amount of work had a band of 
hostile Indian.s not robbed it of its entite outfit about the middle of the 
season. 
The second division made a very detailed survey of the National 
Park, securing the materials for the preparation of a topographical and 
geological map on a scale of one mile to one inch. The geologist not 
()nly .studied the geology minutely, but also· sketched every square mile 
{)f the area. A.n unusually interesting and valuable collection of vol-
canic rocks and hot-spring specimens was obtained. The entire collec-
tions of the survey, which are of a varied character, will amount to 
bout three tons weight. 
The third division explored with equal care the Wind River and 
Teton Ranges of mountains, a region of which comparatively little was 
previously known. The peak named by the survey Fremont's Peak 
wa found to be over 14,000 feet i:n height above the sea, with no trace 
that any human being had ever previously reached its summit. Three 
complete glaciers were di covered on the east side of the Wind River 
Mountain , the first ever known to exist east of the Pacific coast. The 
old glaciated rocks and morainal deposits were found on a remarkably 
rrrand, cale in both the Wind River and Teton Ranges. 
The object of again urveying the Yellow tone Park was to bring it 
nud r the tern of triangulation which had been employed 'nth , o 
mu ·h . ·ucce. · in Colorado and to make the entire work uniform. A.ll the 
ol<l h t- ·pring ba in. were re. ·urveyed in great detail, and several new 
n : · r di. covered and mapped. oundings and temperatrrre . of 
· Y ·n l thou ·and bot ·pring. woce taken. The hi. tory aud habit of 
th -.· ·r-.· were car fully tuili d. 
h · ph_ tofTrar her of the ur y o tail1ed o,-er fifty fine Yiew of the 
1 wl: c n th r muiou rnam ntal d taiL· of the Hot I ring. •. 
r h r<> ·u1t: of th . on.· lal or' though a , ·hort on , haY l> en n 
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the whole very satisfactory. Ahout 12,000 square miles of very difficult 
country were surveyed, much of it in minute detail, and a mass of obser 
Yation secured for the twelfth annual report, which will make it of more 
general interest and value than any of the preceding. 
The district assigned to this survey by this department for the next 
Atlas comprises all the area of the Territories o~ the United States north 
of latitude 410 4.5', east of meridian 1170 and west of meridian 94°. It 
is estimated that the mapping of this area will occupy five years more, 
and when this is completed, the survey will have mapped over one-
fourth the territory of the United States west of the one hundredth 
meridian. 
GEOGRAPHICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SURVT1JY OF THE ROOKY 
MOUNTAIN REGION. 
Ma;jor Powell reports that early in July the parties of this survey again 
took the field. A new base-line has been measured at Kanab, in South-
ern Utah, on ground better adapted to the requirements of the trigono-
metric operations than the one formerly established in that vicinity. This 
line has been connected with the one previously measured at Gunnison 
by a complete chain of triangles having artificial points. Thus a geodetic 
basis bas been given to the whole geographic work south of the 40th par-
allel sufficiently refined for all the purposes for which the survey is made. 
The topographic and geologic work has been prosecuted south and 
east of the Colorado River. District 106 has been completed and much 
work done in district 105. The topographic methods employed were es-
sentially the same as those of the previous season, that is, the plane-table 
and orograph were used in conjunction, the results of each being comple-
mentary to the other . 
. The hypsometric work rests on the base at Kanab, which had been pre-
viously established by long series of barometric observations. 
The region surveyed embraces the elevated plateaus south of the 
Grand Canon of the Colorado, and the plateaus and desert valleys 
stretching to the eastward. Very little irrigable land has been found, less 
than one-fourth of one per cent., as the tributaries of the Colorado are all 
Yery small and the great river itself runs at a profound depth below the 
general surface of the colmtry, so that it cannot be used. Extensive 
and valuable grazing lands are included in the survey and some valua-
ble forests of pine, spruce, and fir, the extent and characteristics of 
which have been carefully determined. 
A the work has progressed from year to year it has been found that 
imi)ortant economic questions relating to the future industries of the far 
West demanded more thorough investigation. The mineral resources, 
the extent, and practicability of the irrigable lands, pasturage lands, 
and timber land. have been regarded as questions of prime importance, 
and the researches of the urvey have been more and more directed to 
their solution. 
3 I 
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For accurate knowledge and clearly defined statements relating thereto, 
it was found that the geographic work must be improved, and this has 
been done by using instruments of greater precision and methods of 
greater refinement. 
The geology of the country has proved to be of much interest. The 
great faults ~orth of the Colorado have been traced southward, and ex-
tensive volcanic formations in that region have been studied. 
A relief map and a stereogram of the high plateaus of Utah have been 
constructed for the purpose of a more thorough discussion and illustra-
tion of the geologic structure of the district. By these, three important 
purposes are served. The. great accumulation of facts derived from the 
elaborate system of mensuration used in the geographic work are made 
available for the determination of geologic structure, the exaggeration 
and distortion which too often characterize the results of research in this 
department of investigation are avoided; and the stereogram affords a 
method of graphically presenting a multiplicity of facts and details that 
in the texts but serve to obscure the more salient features. Both of these 
methods have been previously employed in the work with satisfactory 
results. 
Ethnologic researches have been continued among the Utes, Shoshonis, 
Gosiats, Poncas, Omahas, Iowas, Dakotas, and many other tribes, and 
much material has been collected relating to their languages, social and 
governmental institutions, mythology, customs, habits, &c. 
During the year the office has been engaged in the construction of a 
map of the United States, intended to represent the distribution of the 
various tribes of Indians when they were first discovered by Europeans. 
This map is near completion and will accompany a report on the classi:fi-
cation of the North American Indians, by linguistic affinities, now in 
cour e of preparation. Much progress has been made in the preparation 
of a bibliography of North American linguistics, which will constitute 
an appendix to the same report. 
During the pa t year the office work has been vigorously prosecuted, 
and chart , on a cale of four miles to the inch, delineatjng tlle geography 
of the ntire region previously embraced in the survey have been com-
pi ted. The ngraving of the e chart is rapidly progre sing. The 
drainage and contour line are fini hed and the rock and hill work i. 
now in pr QTe.. . Tlti. enQTaving ha been done on copper plates in or-
cl r tha the map. mjght be put in p rmanent form for the u e of the 
g Y rnm nt in tim to ·om , a w ll a for the purpo e of illu ·tratino· the 
r;>port: of th lU'V - it. · lf. 'Ihu.· th result.· of the work will hav en 
lnrin value. 
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geology and ethnology. Thus it will appear that valuable contributions 
have been made to geography, geology, and ethnology. In botany and 
zoology no work has been done. 
ENTOJ\'IOLOGICAL COMMISSION. 
The United States Entomological Commission, attached to the United 
States Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories, has issued 
its :first report on the Rocky Mountain locust, or destructive grasshop-
per of the West, a volume of some 700 pages, fullf illustrated with maps, 
plates, and wood-cuts. 
The favorable predictions made by the commission last winter had an 
encouraging effect, and stimulated the immigration to the country of 
late years ravaged by locusts. The statement which a full survey of the 
field enabled the commission to make in advance, viz, that there would 
be no serious injury in 1878, has been fully verified. The commissioners 
have continued their labors during the past summer, confining their at-
tention to that northwestern portion of the country which they have 
designated as the Permanent Region, the object being to gather further 
knowledge of that region, with a view of preventing the ravages of the 
Rocky Mountain locust therein and its migration therefrom. 
The problem of destroying the young insects as they hatch out ·in the 
more fertile country in the Southeast is virtually solved in the report 
which the commission has already issued, and the task which they now 
undertake is to endeavor to prevent· the migration of the winged insects 
from the Permanent Region into the more thickly settled country. 
An appropriation of $25,000 was asked of the last Congress for the 
completion of the work mapped out, and $10,000 were appropriated, and 
this only toward the end of the fiscal year. The commissioners ask for 
the additional sum of $15,000, in order that they may be able to con-
tinue their investigation until the practical work is accomplished. It 
was too lat.e in the season when the last appropriation was obtained to 
permit the completion of the work this year, but with such means as they 
have husbanded added to the additional appropriation asked for, and 
with promised assistance by the Dominion authorities, they will be en-
abled, by getting into the field early the coming spring, to complete fully 
the work assigned to them. 
HOT SPRINGS COMMISSION. • 
It i~ greatly regretted that the act for the continuation of the Hot 
Spring Commission which passed both Houses at the la t session of Con-
gress failed to receive the President's signature becau e of an omis-
sion in engTossing the bill. The portion of the bill incorporated in the 
engTos eel copy i practically inoperative, being strangely mixed with a 
provision directing the National Academy of Sciences to report to Con. 
gre s the mo t pra ·ticable plan for urveying and mapping the Territories 
of the Unit d State , and al. ·o tbe mo t uitabl plan for the publication 
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and distribution of the reports, maps, and documents, and other result.s 
of said surveys. As a complete suspension of the work already done b~­
the commission would have been followed by serious embarrassment of 
the interests of a large population as well as those of the government, 
I requested-by direction of the President under date of June 25, 1878-
the late commissioners to take charge of the records of the proceedings 
had before them while acting as a commission, and to perform such work 
as would facilitate the early adjudication of the claims, expressing the 
hope that Oong:J;'ess at J.ts next session would adopt such legislation as 
might be needed to confirm the acts done, and provide for a due compen-
sation for theh· services. The late commissioners complied with the re-
quest, had the records of the commission and all the testimony and other 
papers brought to Washington, and, as will be seen by reference to their 
report, have rendered valuable service which will greatly facilitate the 
final adjudication of the cases, when empowered by the law to act. Ste-
nographic notes not before \VTitten out, amounting to about .3,000 pages 
of foolscap, have been transcribed and properly briefed and filed. Care-
ful consideration and much study have been given to the subjects of 
laying out, widening, and straightening streets, and such other duties 
haYe been performed as could be, properly, under the letter of instruc_ 
tions. They have devoted their time and money to the service of the 
government, and although no legal obligation has been incurrecl to repay 
them, yet, under the ciTcumstances, I feel warranted in earnestly recom-
mending that the expenses incurred by them while acting, and pay, at 
the rate formerly given, be a1lowecl them for the time they haye served. 
The IIot Springs Reservation coutains about 2,5G5 acres. The Hot 
pring.· l\Iountain, containing about 2G5 acres, from whence the supply 
of water is received, has been set apart as a permanent reservation, to 
b owned and held by the United States; this will leave about 2,300 
acres to b di ·po.·ed of nuder the proviRions of the act of March 3, 1877. 
Before the expiration of their term of office, the commissioners had 
clo. ed th work of taking testimony from the claimants in intere t. 
l\Ior than . ·ix mouth. · were occupied in this; 2, 750 witnesses \\ere ex-
amined in 07 ca e. . The oral te timony and documentary evidence are 
r ported to be qual to 25,000 page of legal cap. Accurate surveys haV"e 
b n made of th enfue tract; boundaries have been re-established, and 
]_) rmanent monument. erected on the exterior and section lines and 
corner . Ionument haYe al ·o be n set at each angle of the permanent 
r . rvation. Claim. of individual::; have been surveyed and platted on 
ixt n large map. , repr . ·en tin o· the quarter-section . · A topographical 
Ul'Y ~· ha. · been made of the entire re. ervation, and tillee map ' prepared 
an l photoli hographed-one topographical map, one claim map, and 
th thir l ·ombining the two. 
•r m thi: i will be , ·een that the work left unfinished by rea on of 
th ·1 •ri ·al omi.-. ion in the nrollrn nt of the undry civil bill i of Yital 
h rtan not nly to th citiz n of IIot pring , but to the goyern-
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ment itself. It is earnestly urged that the act be renewed as soon as 
possible upon the reassembling of Congress, to the end that all pending 
claims may be adjudicated, and impro·vements completed, as contem-
plated by the act of l\1arch 3, 1877. 
The commissioners report the following work remah,1.ing unfinished: 
First. Straightening and wiuening old streets ; laying out new streets, 
avenues, and alleys h1 the town of Hot Springs. 
Second. Hearing of arguments in contested claims, and the final aclju 
dication in 897 cases. 
Third. The appraisal of each lot awarded. 
Fom'th. Resurvey of each lot after adjudication of the clahns, in orde:r 
to define the lines and ascertain the exact amount of ground to be certi-
fied to oach claimant as required by the law. 
Fifth. The appraisal of improvements upon each lot awarded. 
Sixth. The division of the land not claimed or awarded into lots, 
squares, or blocks, and appraisal of the same. 
Seventh. Preparing and issuing certificates to each claimant who is 
adjudged the right to purchase, being evidence of claimants on which to 
base patent. 
Eighth. Condemnation and appraisal of all buildings on permanent 
reservation and issuing certificates therefor. 
Ninth. Preparation of a map embodying the results of the whole work 
to be filed with the Secretary of the Interior, accompanied by the sched-
ule provided for by law. 
The superintendent of the Hot Springs Reservation reports that during 
the year he has had removed from the permanent reservation some three 
or four hundred people encamped thereon. The erection of comfortable 
barracks and suitable pools for their use, and the expenses of the remova.I, 
were proYided for by private contributions. Tbe reservation is now 
practically free from all nuisances. Reference is made in the report to 
the destructive fire which destroyed a large portion of the town of Hot 
Springs, and to the means employed to prevent the introduction of yel-
low fever. For the year ending June 30, 1B78, the total amount collected 
for water-rent was $5,260. 
Recommendation is made that the present rental of $5 a mouth for 
each tub in use be maintained in the future. 
YELLO VVSTO:NE P AHK. 
The ~;uperintendent of the Yell ow. tone Park reports the construction 
of about sL"\:ty miles of wagon-road within the park during the present 
·ea.·on. Although the 'vork was somewllat retarded by the pre. ence of 
ho. tile Indian.', it was accompli. ·he<l without lo:s of life or property. He 
refers to complication.· likely to m·ise with parties wl10 claim to have 
made improvem nt. · within the park, and. uggests the early considera-
tion of the que. 'tion. · involY d. 
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For the protection of the park and for the continuation of improve-
ments during the next fiscal year, he recommends the appropriation of 
$25,000. 
CAPITOL BUILDING AND GROUNDS. 
The Architect of the Capitol reports the completion of the improve-
ments in the heating and ventilating apparatus of the House. The com-
mission, appointed by the House of Representatives having been con-
tinued, will give further consideration to this important subject with a 
view of remedying existing defects. Attention is called to the insecure 
condition of the wall, ceiling, and roof of the old Hall of Representa-
tives, and the combustible material of which they are composed. The 
Architect says, a The construction of this portion of the building is such 
that, should a .fire take place in any of the rooms adjoining the wall, it 
would in all probability ascend to the roof." He recommends that all 
the wooden construction be taken out and fire-proof material substituted. 
The mere mention of a liability of destruction by fire should be sufficient 
to secure a thorough investigation of this and other portions of the build-
ing, with a view to guarding against even the possibility of such an 
occurrence. 
'Ihe attention of Congress is called to the necessity of providing suit-
a ole quarters for the store-yards and workshops connected with the Capi-
tol. A the ones now in use are rented, and notice to vacate may at any 
time be received, it would appear to be both a precautionar;y and econom-
ical measure for the government to provide quarters of its own. Suita-
ble lots can be secured adjoining the government property, on Delaware 
av nue, near C street north, on which are situated the Senate stables and 
fire-engine house. 
Th improvement of the Capitol grounds has steadily progressed dur-
ing the year, in accordance with the plans proposed. The roadways, 
footwalk , and walls appear to be constructed in a substantial manner 
and of durable material. The stone work around the Naval monument 
ha b ·n completed, the only work remaining to be clone being the in-
troduction of water and the erection of the bronze figures and lamps. 
Th purcha e b the go ernment of the property on Pennsylvania 
an l :1Iaryland avenu at their junction with First street west, enables 
th architect to complete the proposed circle according to the original 
de. i n. It i. r commended that a more suitable dwelling-house be 
r ·t .. d for the UI erint ndent of the Botanical Garden, the house now 
o · ·upi db ing on damp ground and unfit for a healthy residence. The 
archit -t report. · on ·iderable damage to the bases of the columns of 
tlt a. ·t portico r a. on of the meetings held there from time to time. 
' h mat 1·ial of which the column' are made i a soft sandstone, easily 
d fh · <l b T tll fe t . He r commend · that the practice of holding meet-
in . · thi. · pla e be forbidd n. 
·p ndittu on ace unt of the Capitol extension for the year 
en linrr June 30, 1 7 , were '64,000. Improvement of grounds, 
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$138,762.24. For ventilation of House of Representatives, $22,970.70. 
For lighting Capitol and grounds, and other expenses connected there-
with, $31,048.95. 
CONGRESSIONAL LIBRARY. 
In compliance with instructions from Congress authorizing the Secre-
tary of the Interior to ascertain as near as may be what would be the 
probable cost, either through direct purchase from the owner or con-
demnation for public use, of land adjoining the Capitol grounds on the 
north, east, and south sides, to the extent required for a proper site for 
the Congressional Library, and to report to Congress the desired infor-
mation, I have had prepared plats of the several squares located on 
the north, east, and south sides of the Capitol, and a full report, as near 
as could be ascertained, of the area of each lot, its present owner, the 
assessed valuation of last year, also that of the present year, and the 
price at which the same can be purchased. The report, together with 
accompanying papers, will be laid before Congress on the first day of 
the session as required by law. 
PURCHASE OF PROPERTY AT THE INTERSECTION OF MARYLAND AND 
PENNSYLVANIA A VENUES AND FIRST STREET WEST. 
By a provision of the act making appropriations for sundry civil ex-
penses of the government for the year ending June 30, 1879, and for · 
other purposes, the Secretary of the Interior was directed to purchase 
portions of lots numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, in square 57 5, and a portion 
of lot 9, in square 576, in order to enlarge the circle, and to give proper 
width to the roadway and sidewalk at the intersection of Maryland and 
Pennsylvania avenues and First street west. 
To carry out the provisions of this law abstracts of the titles of the 
several lots, portions of which were to be purchased, were prepared 
by the direction of this department, and were, on the 15th of August, 
transmitted to the Attorney-General w.ith the request that he would 
cause to be prepared and presented to the supreme court of the District 
of Columbia the necessary petition for the appraisement of the several 
interests of the owners of the real estate, and the improvements thereon, 
to be taken for the public use. Messrs. William B. Webb, William H. 
Clagett, B. H. Warner, S. T. G. Morsell, and Elias E. White, were 
appointed by the court to make the appraisements. 
The notification required by the law having been given, the commis-
sioners proceeded under oath to perform their duty. They reported to 
the court that, taking into view all the benefits and advantages arising 
from the improvement, 
Lot 1, in quare 575, was damaged to the amount of $12,000. 
Lot 2, in quare 575, wa <lamaged to the amount of $11,000. 
Lot 3, in quare 575, was damaged. to the amount of $10,500. 
Lot 4, in square 575, was damaged to the amount of $8,500. 
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Lot 5, in square 575, was damaged to the amount of $3,000. 
Lot 9, in square 576, was damaged to the amount of $5,233.60~ 
The report of the commissioners was ratified by the court, no e:s:cep-
tion thereto having been taken. 
No demand having been made upon the Secretary of the Interior for 
the assessed value of any portion of the property, within fifteen days 
after the appraisement, the full amount of the a:::;sessed values was, in 
accordance with the law, deposited in the court to the credit of the owners 
of the lots and improvements. The title to the property is, therefore,. 
now vested in the United States. 
The following allowances were made by the court for costs and fees : 
To the United States district attorney, $300; to the marshal of the court, 
$99; to the clerk, $22.05; to the National Republican and the Law Re-
porter, for advertising, $57.50. The court allowed the commissioners 
$200 each for their services. From the order making this allowance au 
appeal has been taken on the ground that it is excessive. 
The department paid toM. Ashford, esq., for making the abstracts oi 
titles, $220. 
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE. 
The twenty-third annual report of the Board of Visitors is one of l'tn-
u. ual interest. It is accompanied by tables showing the number of 
patients treated during t:P.e year, also the number treated from the be-
ginning; their sex, nativity, duration of the mental disease of those 
admitted, also those who died, forms of disease, age . of patients when 
admitted. 
The whole number under treatment during the year ending June 30, 
1878, was 947; admitted during the year, 182. The number of males 
:vas 721; females, 226. Discharged, recovered, 60; improved, 41; un-
Improved, 7 ; died, 4G. 
The average number of patients treated daily during the year was 781, 
a larger average than ever before recorded. The accommodations are 
intended for 5G3 patients, so that the present necessity for more room i8 
both evident and m'gent. It is gratifying to note that, in the face of thi' 
overcrowded condition of the hospital the o·eneral health of the inmate' 
. ' b 
L' excellent, the percentage of death being but 4.85, the lowest, with the 
e c ption of a single year, in the history of the institution. 
The products of the farm and garden are estimated at $23,84-!.83. 
The total expenditures for the year were $17 4,276.52. This includes all 
th -·pen. ·es of the hospital and care of grounds and buildings. 
Th r-;timatcs for the year ending J nne 30 1880 are as follows: 
1. ·t. For the support, clothing, and treatm~nt or' the insane, $170,~50. 
2d. Ii or general repairs and improvements $10 000. 
cl. ] or airing COluts for the recreation of the' inmates for the com-
pl·tjou of rooms in the upper story of the bakery, for ch~nging roof of 
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portion of the building, and providing accommodations ±'or employes 
and for erection of hay barracks, $10,500. 
4th. For a fire-pump and additional pipe and hose, $3,500. 
5th. For reservoirs and filter-beds to provide pure water for the hos-
pital, including pipes and a tank, $9,500. 
6th. For the extension of the accommodations of the hospital by the 
erection of a building for female patients, $300.,000, one-third of which 
is asked for expenditure during the next fiscal year. 
7th. For the erection of a suitable structure for the immediate relief 
of 250 patients of the chronic class, $30,000. · 
ASYLUM FOR THE DEAF A.N'D DUMB. 
The lltunber of pupils remaining in the institution July 1, 1877, was 
81; admitted during the year, 15; from July 1, 1878, to November 1, 
21; total, 117. Of this number, 103 were males and 14 females. 
The sanitary condition of the institution has been excellent, the report 
showing exemption from disease of any serious nature, with but a single 
exception. 
A.ll the buildings are now completed; the total expense of completing 
the college edifice, together with connections with the main building, 
and the remodeling of the roof of the old edifice, including fixtures of a 
permanent character, having been $125,060.64. 
Th~ receipts of the institution for the year were $51;578.06, $48,000 of 
which was by appropriation from Congress. The expenditures were 
$50,277.03, and of this amount $28,253.69 were for salaries and wages. 
The receipts on account of extension and refitting of buildings were 
$72,036.8(); expenditures, $71,996.50. 
The estimates for the next :fiscal year are, for the support of the insti-
tution, including saJaries and incidental expenses, $51,000, and for the 
erection of a gymnasium, bath-house, a11d for improvement and inclosm·e 
of the grounds, $1.3,500. 
FREEDJ\IEN''S HOSPITAL. 
The whole number of patients in hospital from June 30, 1877, to June 
30, 1878, was 807 ; of this number, 530 were admitted dlu'ing the year. 
The number remaining in hospital June 30, 1878, was 231. 
The Colored Orphans' Home aud Asylum, containing 115 children and 
attendants, has been ~uppliecl with medicines and furnished with medi-
cal treatment during the year. In the dispensary department 1,083 . 
patients have been treated and about 4,000 prescriptions prepared for 
their use. 
The number of deaths during the year was 118. The average daily 
co ·t of ·upporting a patient, as given in the sm'geon's report, .is 46 cents. 
As the Freedmen's IIospital i. the only one in the District, under gov-
ernment control, where all clas es of patients can be treated, its useful-
ness should not be crippled by inadequate appropriations. 
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COLUMBIA HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN. 
The reports from this institution show that during the year the 
hospital has been free from any of the diseases usually occurring in lying-
in asylums, no adult death being recorded in the obstetrical department. 
Only one death is recorded in the medical and surgical division, although 
many of the operations performed were regarded as among the most 
severe and dangerous in surgery. 
The number of patients treated in hospital during the year was 294; 
the daily average was 29.48. The number treated in the dispensary 
was 485. 
THE TERRITORIES. 
In response to a letter addressed to the governors of the several Ter-
ritories, reports relating to their present condition, resources, &c., have 
been received from Utah, Montana, Idaho, Arizona, and Washington Ter-
ritories, and will repay careful perusal. Utah is represented as rich in 
minerals and the precious metals-gold, silver, copper, zinc, iron, coal, 
sulphur, and salt being found in various parts of the Territory. The 
lands :fitted for agricultural purposes are mostly taken up and are now 
under cultivation. There are vast tracts of land which might be val-
uable for cultivation if properly irrigated, but as the water would have 
to be brought through canals for long distances, the chances of their re-
demption are remote. The larger portion of the lands of the Territory 
is represented as of no value except for grazing ptu·poses . 
.Agricultural pursuits in Utah are followed almost exclusively by 
Mormons, while the mining enterprises are conducted by the anti-
Mormon population. .As a rule the farms are small, owing to the ex-
pense a.nd difficulty of irrigating the land. 
About three-fourths of the population is represented to be foreign 
born or of foreign-born parentage, representing nearly all the European 
nations, the Sandwich Islands, and China, while it is claimed from the 
best attainable information that about nine-tenths of the people are 
l\tiormons. 
For school purposes the legislature has imposed a direct tax upon all 
taxable property of three mills on the dollar. Owing to the fact that 
the schools are controlled by the Mormons and none but Mormon teach-
er are employed, the Gentiles decline to end their children to the pub-
lic chool , patronizing instead private in titutions conducted under the 
·up rvi ion of the variou religious denomination . 
The Uintah Indian Re ervation i the only on within the Territory. 
Th ~ lian thereon are r pre en ted to be w ll b have<l, many of them 
having adopt d the habit of civilization and hav built comfortable 
hou · · for th ir u e. They are ngage in ulti a in · the oil, rai ing 
t ·k an l giYe promi. e of be· g · lf- u ·taining in a :£ w year . The 
Y 111 r a: 'l'ib . th ir pr t c n 'ti a ue t g d a agement 
a h fa that th y ha n i lat anl und r no influ n ·e 
th r han h of th offi · r of th ag n 
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The difficulty of securing conviction in criminal cases is referred to, 
and, in the opinion of the governor, is due to the defective jury law in 
force. Certain suggestions are made looking to the proper remedy, 
which should receive the consideration of Congress. 
The governor of Montana gives a glowing account of the present con-
dition of the Territory. Its climate is represented as mild and healthy; 
its water courses, of purest water, frequent and convenient; its soil rich 
in all the elements of productiveness; its mines of precious metals rich 
and profitable, and its educational facilities, considering the means at 
the disposal of the Territory, equal to those of the most favored State. 
The average production of wheat to the acre is claimed to be larger than 
any of the great grain-producing States of the Northwest. Agricultural 
lands are abundant in all the valleys, and, for fertility, are represented 
to be unsurpassed. The development of the mineral resources of the 
Territory is still in its infancy. The absence of railroads makes the trans-
portation of machinery and ores very expensive, and thus retards the 
growth of one of the leading industries. The product of the gold and 
sil\er mines for the present year is estimated at $7,000,000. The com-
pletion of the Utah Northern Railroad, running from Ogden, Utah, to 
Helena, Mont., and now in course of construction, will lead to a much 
larger development of the mining interest. Coal abounds in paying 
quantities, and timber of fair quality and of commercial value is found 
in nearly all parts of the Territory. Stock-raising is a growing industry, 
Montana offering advantages possessed by few sections of the country. 
The grass is abundant and of good quality; the winters mild; the .val-
leys are protected by the high mountains, and water is found where 
needed. Since the settlement of the Territory the loss of stock from 
the severity of the winters has not exceeded 3 per cent. per annum. The 
governor says, " It is believed that the bunch grass is worth more to the 
Territory than its mines of gold and silYer. This peculiar grass starts up 
early in the spring, reaches maturity in July, and cures where it stands, 
thus affording a ready supply of food for stock during the autumn and 
winter months." The exports from the Territory are gold and silYer bull-
ion, cattle, wool, robes, hides, and furs. The wool-clip for the year 
reached 1,ooo,ooo pounds. In speaking. of the people of :1_\Jfontana, the 
goYernor says, "They are mainly from the Middle and Western States, 
are energetic, enterprising, intelligent, law-abiding, liberal, and patriotic, 
and are of the right kind of material to fotmd the leading common-
wealth of the great New Northwest." . 
The present school law provides for 'the levy of a tax of from three to 
fiye mills upon all the taxable property of the counties. The money col-
lected is apportioned among the various school districts by the county 
superintendents of public instruction, and drawn from the treasury on 
order of the district trustees, countersigned by the clerk of the district. 
Each district is empowered to levy special taxes for building school-
houses or extending the school term after the public money is exhausted. 
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One of the most pleasing indications of the prosperous condition of Mon-
tana is to be found in her excellent school system and the popular 
interest manifested in its rapid development. But little benefit has been 
derived from the provisions of the organic act, which sets apart sections 
16 and 36 of each township as a reserve for school purposes. Practi-
cally, the law is inoperative at the present time. In referring to this 
subject the governor says : 
Many of these lands are mineral-bearing, and our locaJ laud office holds that they 
may be patented by individuals, and we have recourse only to the location of other 
lands in lieu of those thus patented. Unfortunately, neither tho superintendent of 
public instruction nor any one else in the ~l'crritory has authority oflaw to thus relocate 
lands in such emergencies. Immigrants are rapidly securing the be~t sections, aud if 
this evil is not promptly remedied it -willJJ.ot be long before the lauds left us to choose 
from will be comparatively worthless. 
The repoi·t concludes with a statement of the present condition of the 
Indian tribes within the Territory, their relations to tlle whites, accom-
panied by suggestions as to their future government, which should re-
ceive the candid consideration which their importance demands. 
The governor of Idaho reports gold and silver as the leading resotu·ces 
of the Territory ; all other industries are subsidiary to the production 
of the precious metals. The greater portion of the Territory is unfitted 
for cultivation by reason of the mountains and desert plains, too 
elevated. to admit of irrigation. The valleys where water abounds7 
or where irrigation can be profitably carried on, produce in rich abun-
dance the cereal grains, vegetables of an kinds, and fruits in their per-
fection. Beyond producing for home consumption there is but little in-
ducement for agricultural enterprises, the means for transportation 
being extremely limited. 
It i to be regretted that tlle cause of e.dncation receives but indiffer-
ent attention. Tlle lands reserved for school ptuposes are not available 
as a ource of revenue, so that what is done in the educational line de-
pends upon the direct tax collected for that purpose. The Territory has 
no benevolent or charitable institutions and no asylums for the unfor-
tunate of any class. In referring to the Indian tribes within tlle Ter-
ritory the governor says : 
·whatever poli<'y may he aclopt<·cl toward the nati \'e trihes, it 0UllllOt UC <.:On<·ealed 
that the . tead~· eucroaehment · of the white settlements are rendering their condition 
eli tre ·sing and their > ieinity more dangerous. Seeing thcmselYes f!nrromulccl autl 
circnm\cnte<l, tl.1eir hnuting-gromHlfl oYennn, an<l their means of r.mhflistcnec· cut off, 
they become de perate aud aggre: .. ive all(lmntual wrongs lead to war. 
The gov rnor expre .. ·es the opinion that our border population and 
th Indian. cannot dwell near each otller in peace under exi ·ting rela-
tion.· . He thinks a remedy may be found in the division of Indian lands 
into home. ·tead ·; the breaking up of tribal relation , and the ext en. ·ion 
over th m of the law. of the Unit •d RtateB and of the Territorie. . Tief-
1' n · i. mad to the extreme difficulty in traveling in tlle Territory, an(l 
an illu .. tration of thl.' 1. giYen in tlle ·tatement that the members of tlle 
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general assembly from Lemhi County, about 160 miles in a direct line 
from the capital, are paid mileage for 1,124 miles each way. They are 
forced to go through portions of Montana, Wyoming, and Utah, while 
the members from North Idaho pass through Washington Territory and 
the State of Oregon, a distance of 610 miles, the direct line being but 
130 miles. The suggestion is made that the extra cost for transporta-
tion, both for Army and other stores, would build a substantial military 
road from Fort Boise to Fort Lapwai. The policy of liberal land-grants 
to railro~ds is favored by the governor, who believes that only through 
such grants the necessary roads can be built. A revisal and consoli-
dation of the laws go,erning the Territories are recomm~nded. There 
is a necessity for defining more carefully the rights and limitations of 
local legislation and of holding officers to a stricter accountability. 
The governor of Washington Territory presents a report of Territorial 
prosperity quite as pleasing as that from Montana. The Territory is 
divided by the Cascade Range of mountains into two nearly equal divis-
ions, known as Eastern and Western Washington, differing in soil, eli-
mate, and productions. A large portion of the western division is cov-
ered with dense forests of fir trees, averaging in height more than 200 
feet. For ship-building this timber is unequaled, and for many years 
1)ast heavy shipments have been made, not only to cities upon our own 
coast but to those of England and France. The governor says that-
It has been estimated that the cost of building ships here is 35 per cent. less than the 
~ost at Bath, Me., or at any other Atlantic ship-yard. In the near future ship-build-
ing on Puget Sound will constitute one of the most important branches of productiv-e 
industry in the Territory. 
The principal resources of the Territory are coal and lumber, the pres-
But annual production of the latter being about 250,000,000 feet. Of 
this quantity more than 200,000,000 feet are exported to San Francisco, 
South America, the Sandwich Islands, and other points. 
There has been but a partial development of the coal-fields, although 
-coal has been found in nearly every county of Western 'Vashington. 
The value of the exportations from Western Washington is given at 
$5,000,000. While the western division of the Territory cannot properly 
be classed as agricultural, yet it has an area of at least 5,000 square 
miles of excellent farming land. 
Puget Sound is the attractive feature of the Territory. It extends 
from the British line in the north and from the Straits of Juan de Fuca 
on the west to Olympia, in the interior, and has a coast line of 1,594 
miles. It canoe navigated at all seasons of the year and by all classes 
of vessels. Severe storms on its waters are unknown. From the Pa-
-cific Ocean to Olympia, a distance of more than 200 miles, it is free from 
bars, shoals, rocks, or other obstructions. The climate of Western 
vVashington is mild, ice and snow being seldom seen. The average 
winter temperature is 39o, that of summer 63°. The warmest days in 
ummer are accompanied by cool and refreshing nights. 
Unlike Western Washington, the eastern division has but little tim-
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ber. It vast rolling prairies make it peculiarly fitted for grazing pur-
poses, and for wheat-growing it has few equals on the continent. It is 
estimated that its area of wheat-land is sufficient to produce, with ordi-
nary culttue, more than 100,000,000 bushels annually. The present yield 
for the season is estimated at 1,500,000 bushels. All the fruits, except 
tropical, and all vegetables of superior quality, are grown in great abun-
dance. The soil and climate are well adapted to the production of peaches 
and grapes. For stock-raising this section of the Territory is unsur-
passed, there being an unlimited supply of btmch-grass growing sponta-
neously over many thousand square miles on Puget Sound. The com-
pletion of the canals around the obstructions on the Columbia River will 
largely reduce the rates of transportation, and give a new impetus to 
the agricultlual interest of Eastern Washington. 
In referring to these improYements the governor says : 
There is no work of internal improvement now caniecl on by the government "~hich 
is of more importance than these canals. When completed there will be uninter-
rupted steamboat navigation from the wheat-growing regions of Eastern Washington 
and Oregon, and Western Idaho, to the Pacific Ocean. 
The average temperat1u·e is as follows: Spring, 52o ; summer, 730; 
autumn, 530; winter, 340, 
The report is silent upon educational matters, with the exception of a 
reference to the Territorial University, located at Seattle. The univer-
ity wa erected from the proceeds of the sales of university lands do 
nated by the General Government, and is supported by appropriations 
from the T rritorial treastuy, and is under the management of a hoard 
of r o· ut . It is reported as being in a prosperous condition. 
The conclu ·ion of the report refers to Indian affairs. Strong feeling 
exi t · againRt there ervation system, due to a great extent to the out-
break in Idaho la 't year, and to Indian troubles in Oregon during the 
pre. ent year. It is repre en ted that a feeling of insemuity exists among 
the . ttl r. throughout the Territory caused by the disaffection and dis-
cont nt among the Indian. . The governor favors the breaking up of all 
tri al relation.· ; the exten. ·ion of homestead and pre-emption rights to 
the Indian , and would ha\e them made amenable to the laws of the 
United tat : and of the Territory. 
Th o·ov 1·nor of Arizona pr . ·eut.· an iut re ting r port de criptiYe of 
the , oil ·limat , and re ource · of the Territory. Although geographi-
call, ·locat cl on th direct lin between the populou,· Atlantic State· 
aucl onth 'rn 'alifornia it i.· . hut out from line.· f travel and baiTed 
a(Tain.·t progr . : by it.' ina ·c :ibility. There are neith r railroad: to 
it in it nor auy r ad.· th r than tbo, afforded y the natural :1u-fac 
f th frrouucl and tb · ar r nd r d iliffi ·ult t trav I bv th hot dr,-
J ' ·'' 
c IHl ._ ancly or .'t ny gr 1md OY r which li , th approa ·he to the ·ettlefl 
porti n of th Tenitory. Th Littl olorad and alt Hiver r o·iom; 
ar' r ·por cl to 1 e th p ·auari · of th T rrit ry. Th .·oH i: xtr m ly 
f ·r til !; alHl tlJ. bonl 'rinD' m untain: w >11 adapt d for . tock-rai:iug. Th ~ 
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governor estimates the farming and grazing lands of the Territory as 
about equal in area to the State of New York. Heat is a dominant fea-
ture of the climate. In the dry valley of the Colorado the summer heat 
is intense and of long duration. It is a noticeable fact that the heat of 
the sun does not produce the fatal effects of extreme heat in the moist 
climate of the .Atlantic coast. 
The chief industry of .Arizona is the development of its mineral 
wealth, gold, silver, and copper being found in large quantities. The 
difficulties of transportation deter the growth of population and the 
investment of outside capital. Reference is also made to the insecurity 
of titles as one of the causes operating against immigration and the 
influx of money. The public schools of the Territory are reported to be 
in a good condition, and the progress made in education satisfactory. 
The gov13rnor discusses the Indian question, the condition of the tribes 
within the Territory, their wants, &c., and makes certain suggestions as 
to their future treatment. The concluding portions of the report are de-
voted to the presentation of facts relating to projected railroad routes 
and suggestions thereon, together with a suggestion that competent per-
sons be employed to examine "the structure of the country" and make 
experiments from time to time with the view of indicating to the people 
the situations and depths at which water, whether by artesian wells or 
other means, may be found . 
.As reports had not been received from the governors of Dakota, Wyo-
ming, and New Mexico at the time of preparing this report, no reference 
has been made to their present condition and resources. Should they 
be received in time they will be printed, so that the series of reports 
from the several Territories may be complete. 
RESTORATION OF INTERIOR DEP .ARTMENT BUILDING . 
.At its last session Congress appropriated $600 to enable the Secretary 
of the Interior to secure competitive plans for the repairing and recon-
struction of the Interior Department building. It also authorized the 
appointment of a commission of three practical men skilled in the art of 
building to make report and submit specifications upon the plans secured, 
and appropriated for the work of restoration the sum of $100,000. 
On the 14th of Ju:p.e, 1878, a circular was sent to many of the leading 
architects of the country, and to all who expressed a desire to compete, 
calling for plans for the restoration and reconstruction of the building . 
.Among the requirements were: 
1. A design for the restoration of the building substantially as it stood 
before the fire. 
2. A de ign for the conver"ion of the former model-rooms in the north 
and we t wings into office-rooms, and the addition of a model-room above 
the office and around the whole building, or over the north and west 
wing , without, however, changing the present architeciural appearance 
from the treet; al ode ign for an additional tory. 
3. Design. for au entire new roof for the whole building; also, eleva-
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tors for the north and south wings; also, for a structure connecting the 
north and south wings through center of court-yard. 
Six hundred dollars were offered for the design deemed best and 
recommended by the skilled architects acting as a commission for the 
examination of the plans submitted. 
The comnlii5sion con:sisted of James K. vVilson, of Cincinnati, Ohio, 
Richard 1\f. Upjohn, of New York, and H. W. Hartwell, of Boston, Mass. 
These gentlemen entered upon their dLlties on the 22d of July, and 
after a careful examination and earnest consideration of the various plans 
before them submitted a unanimous repm~t on the 9th of August, rec-
ommending the design which had been submitted by J. A. Vrydagh, of 
Terre Haute, Ind. All the plans were examined by the commission with-
out knowledge on their part of the names of th~ competing architects. 
The award was thereupon made to Mr. Vrydagh, and $600 paid to him in 
accordance with the terms of the circular and the act authorizing the 
11ayment. He was invited to visit Washington for the purpose of con-
ferring with the department in relation to the work, and was subsequently 
authorized to complete the detailed drawings and submit estimates of the 
work in detail; also, the total cost of the reconstructiOn. 
Tbi. labor was performed, and the detailed drawings, together with 
the eRtilmltes, were received at the department on the 14th of the present 
month. The total cost of the reconstruction upon the plan recommended 
by th commis ion is estimated at $973,931.90. The reconstruction of 
the buil<Lil1g upon this plan would secure an addition of at least seventy 
commodious rooms and other conveniences not now possessed, and would 
make the entire structure practically :fire-proof. 
In view of the short time intervening between the completion of the 
detailed drawing. and the meeting of Congress, and the fm·Lher fact 
that no obligations can be incurred beyond the amount of mouey appro-
l)riat d, I have deemed it proper to delay further action until the plan 
and e ·timate. hall have been ubmitted to Congress, and such additional 
l gi. ·lation hal a. ·will provide for the prompt pro ·ecution of the work. 
"~hile I r cognize the ab olute nece. ity of providing more room for the 
g-rowinO' want of the department, I bave not :D lt authorized to begin a 
work th completion of which would o materially change the tyle and 
ar ·hit ctural proportion. of the building as it now tands. 
Th plan , timat , and all facts neces ary to a thorough under. tand-
ilJ 0' of the work ' ill be transmitted to ongr · at an early day, with 
th r comm ndation that, in the event of the de ign being appro\ed or 
nther <lir ·tion giv n, a ufficient appropriation be made to oYer th 
. 'tim at .d o:t of the improvement, o that the recou truction of the 
lmi1cling he no long r d layed. 
am ·ir, Y ry r . I tfully, your oh di nt rvant 
C. CH HZ, 
ecretaTy of the Inie'rim·. 
